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Agreement made thjs/~.;e..day o~(~~, by and between the Village of Freeport, a
municipal corporation of the State of New York, having its principal office at 46 North Ocean
Avenue, Freeport, New York, 11520 (hereinafter called VILLAGE) and the Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc. Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Freeport Unit (hereinafter called C.S.E.A.).
WITNESSETH:
WHE~AS, the C.S.E.A. was recognized as the exclusive bargaining agent for all employees
(including Police Communication Operators) of-the VILLAGE, except the members of the Police.
Department of the VILLAGE, at a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Village duly convened
and held on October 23, 1967; and,
WHEREAS, such recognition has been renewed and extended from time to time; and,
WHEREAS, the VILLAGE desires to renew and extend such recognition during the term of
this agreement; and,
WHEREAS, the VILLAGE and the C.S.E.A. have heretofore executed an agreement dated
the 3rdday of November 1973 and as from time to time amended designating certain positions from
job titles as confidential and as being excluded from the provisions of cunycollective bargaining
agreement thereafter; and,
WHEREAS, the VILLAGE and C.S.E.A. desire to agree upon the terrns and conditions of
einployment for the employees of the VILLAGE except the members of the Police Department of
the VILLAGE and except those employees designated confidential by the aforesaid agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1.
a.) RECOGNITION -TERM OF AGREEMENT
The VILLAGE recognizes the C.S.E.A. as the exclusive bargaining agent for the en'1ployees of the
VILLAGE, except the members of the VILLAGE Police Department and except those employees
designated managerial and/or confidential by the agreement between the parties dated the 3rdday of
November 1973, and as amended in 1995.
b.) AGENCY SHOP
Effective March 1, 1985 the VILLAGE will provide for an ag'~ncyshop fee deduction provided that
(1) the C.S.E.A. certifies to the VILLAGE that it has established and rnaintained a refund plan
similar to the provisions of Section 2.08-3(a) of Article 14 offhe Civil Serv1tceLaw, (2) the C.S.E.A.
furnishes a list to the VILLAGE of those employees subject toOsuch deduetion, and (3) the C.S.E.A.
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indemnifies and holds the VILLAGE harmless from any lawsuits or causes of action of any kind
including attorney's fees in connection with the makmg of agency shop fee deductions by the
VILLAGE. All employees other than those designated as management or confidential shall be
covered by this provision.
c.) On the effective date of this agreement, the VILLAGE shall supply the C.S.E.A. a list of all
eroployees in the bargaining unit, showing the employee's name, home address, Social Security
Number, job title, work location, membership status, insurance deduction, and the first day of
eroployment. Such information shall be provided to the C.S.E.A. on an annual basis.
SECTION 2
a.) WAGES
i) Effective March 1 of each of the four contract years, each en1ployee's base salary shall be
increased: .
March 1, 2000
March 1,2001
March 1, 2002
March 1, 2003
2.5%
3.5%
4.5%
5.0%
ii) There shall be no step increases.
b.) LONGEVITY
i) A longevity payment shall be added to the salary of all employees pursuant to the following non-
cumulative longevity schedule:
A. After five years of Village Service:
1.
2.
3.
4.
2000 - 2001
2001 - 2002
2002 - 2003
2003 - 2004
$500.00
$600.00
$700.00
$800.00
B. After ten years of Village Service:
1.
2.
3.
4.
2000 - 2001
2001 - 2002
2002 - 2003
2003 - 2004
$ 900.00
$1000.00
$1100.00
$1200.00
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C. After fifteen years of Village Service:
1.
2.
3.
4.
2000- 2001
2001 - 2002
2002 - 2003
2003 - 2004
$1400.00
$1500.00
$1600.00
$1700.00
D. After twenty years of Village Service:
1.
2.
3.
4.
2000 - 2001
2001 - 2002
2002 - 2003
2003 - 2004
$2300.00
$2400.00
$2500.00
$2600.00
ii) Longevity payment shall be added to the base salary on the first full payroll period following the
employee's anniversary date.
c.) ANNEXES
Attached hereto and made a part hereof are ANNEXES A, B, C and D, indicating the graded salary
plan on the dates recited above. Also attached is ANNEX E indicating the wages of the physical
employees of the Electric Department for the years covered by the terms of this Agreement.
ANNEX F is the work day and special scheduled work of Power Plant Mechanics and Power Plant
Electricians and the Electric Department Emergency Shift Schedule.
ANNEX G is the Grievance Procedure.
d.) PAY CHECKS
In the event that an employee's regular day off is a pay day, the VILLAGE shall make every
reasonable effort to provide that employee with hislher pay and overtime checks, after 3:30 p.m., on
the day prior to pay day. No employee shall be excused to pick up their checks unless authorized
by his/her Department Head.
SECTION 3. SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
Employees, except Police Communication Operators, sh,allbe paid, in addi tion to their wages, a shift
differential as follows:
a) Effective March 1, 2000, employees on a rotating shift shall be paid an additional one dollar
($1.00) per hour for every hour worked. This shall be increased to an a.mount as follows:
March 1, 2001 one-dollar fifteen cents ($1.15) per hour
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Iv.[arch 1, 2002 one-dollar thirty-five cents ($1.35) per hour
M[arch 1, 2003 one-dollar sixtY cents ($1.60) per ho~r
b) Effective March 1, 2000 employees whose normal eight hour work shifts are during any hours
between 3:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m. shall each be paid an additional one dollar and ten cents ($1.10)
per hour for every hour worked during such time. This shall be increased to an amount as follows:
M[arch 1, 2001 one-dollar twenty-five cents ($1.25) per hour
M[arch 1,2002 one-dollar forty-five cents ($1.45) per hour
March 1, 2003 one-dollar seventy cents ($1.70) per hour
c) Effective March 1, 2000 employees whose normal eight hour work shifts are during any hours
between 11:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m. shall be paid an additional one dollar and fifteen ($1.15) cents per
hour for every hour worked during such time. This shall be increased to an amount as follows:
M~arch 1, 2001 one-dollar thirty cents ($1.30) per hour
M:arch 1, 2002 one-dollar fifty cents ($1.50) per hour
M[arch 1, 2003 one-dollar seventy-five ($1.75) per hour
d} Effective March 1, 2000 in addition to their other wa;ges POLICE COMMUNICATION
OPERATORS who work during any hours between 3:30 p.m. and 7:30 a.m. shall be paid one dollar
forty cents ($1.40) per hour for every hour worked during suc:h tilne. This shall be increased to an
arnount as follows:
M:arch 1, 2001 one dollar fifty-five cents ($1.55) per hour
M:arch 1,2002 one dollar seventy-five cents ($1.75) per.hour
M:arch 1, 2003 two dollars ($2.00) per hour
e) Change in normal work shifts shall be posted at least tWtO(2) weeks in advance, unless an
ernployee affected by such change otherwise agrees. .
S]B:CTION 4. (RESERVED/SUBJECT TO NEGOJTIA1'ION AND APPROVAL BY
THE INCORPORATED VILLAGE: OF FREEPORT AND C.S.E.A.)
S]B:CTION 5. WORK WEEK
The work week of employees of VILLAGE hired on or before February 28, 1986 shall consist of five
(5) continuous days, Monday through Friday, except that the 'work ",reek for certain employees of
the Power Plant, Parks, Parking Fields and of certain Recrea tion Department personnel shall be
governed by the work week rules now in effect or subsequentl y agreed' to in such areas of activity.
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8:30 Al\1 to 4:30 PM 1 hour
8:00 AM to 4:30 PM ~hour
8:00 AM to 4:30 PM. ~hour
8:30 AM to 4:30 PM 1 hour
8:00 AM to 4:30 PM ~hour
SECTION 6. HOURS
a) The hours of employment of an employee hired on or be~ore February 28, 1986 are determined
by hours of the department in which he/she is employed as follows:
DEPARTMENT HOURS MEAL PERIOD
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
Office Employees
Meter Reader
Meter Testers
Engineering Dept.
Distribution Dept.
Power Plant Operators
and Oilers 8 hour rotating shifts none
Storeroom 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM ~ hour
The work schedule for Power Plant Mechanics and Power Plant Electricians and The Electric
Department Emergency Shift Schedule is annexed hereto as ANNEX E.
PARKING METER DEPARTMENT 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM 1 hour
GARAGE
Automotive Mechanic 7:30 AM to 4:00 PM ~ hour
Clerk - Typist 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM 1 hour
Automotive Mechanic 6:30 AM to 3:00 PM ~ hour
Automotive Mechanic 4:00 PM to 1:00 AM 1 hour
Auto Servicer Noon to 8:30 PM
(T. W. Th. F.)
~ hour
Auto Servicer 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
(Sat.)
~ hour .
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HIGHWAY
N[echanical Sweepers 40 hour schedule, posted
2 weeks in advance
Highway Crews 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Sign Shop 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM
I
Parking Fields 40 hour schedule, posted
2 weeks in advance
B'UILDING DEPARTMENT
All Inspectors 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
ViA TER DEPARTMENT
All Units 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
SEWER MAINTENANCE 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM
TRANSFER STATION 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM -
PARKS DEPARTMENT 40 hour schedul~, posted
2 weeks in advance
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
M:aintenance Personnel 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
4:00 PM to 12:30 AM
12:00 AM to 8:30 PM
(when required)
Office Personnel 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
PARKING METER ATTENDANT 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
'l1hour
'l1hour
'l1hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
~~hour
~/2hour
1 hour
:y.1hour
POLICE COlVIMUNICATION OPERATORS 8 hour rotating shifts 1 how'
b) An employee whose normal work week is thirty-five (35) hours or more pierweek shall receive
straight time per hour pay for additional time worked up to and including forty (40) hours per week
over the said employees nonnal work week. .
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c) An employee who, with the prior permission of the Department Head or his/her'designated
representative, misses a meal period or a part thereof shall be credited with comparable time
equivalent to that portion missed on an overtime basis.
d) The above-stated lunch period for an employee whose normal work day is between the hours of
7:00 AM and 6:00 PM shall be between the hours of 11:30 AM and 2:00 PM.
e) There shall be a minimum of sixteen (16) hours between shifts.
f) Employees hired on or after March 1, 1986 other than physical employees .of the Electric
Department, shall work an assigned hourly schedule, posted two weeks in advance.
SECTION 7. OVERTIME (NORMAL)
a) All employees shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for any overtime services authorized
in advance by the Department Head and performed in excess of forty (40) hours a week.o~ on the
first day of rest unless otherwise provided herein. Overtime in each [)epartment shall be rotated
equally among the employees unless special skills are required.
b) Registrars or their substitutions shall be paid one (1) hour at straight time for each callout after
their regular working hours except on Saturday or Sunday, whether or not they have worked the
required forty (40) hours for overtime.
c) Pay for overtime shall be paid by a separate check. Overtime checks shall be Inade available at
the same time as the regular pay checks.
d) Absence from employment because of personal leave, sick leave, vacati~n day, compensatory
time, funeral leave, or holi4ay shall be considered as time' worked for purpose the overtime
provisions of paragraph 7, 8 and 9 hereof.
e) The longevity increment shall be added to base pay for the purpose of computing overtime.
SECTION 7.1 MEAL MONEY
f) Any employee who actually works his/her complete regular dai ly work schedule shall recei ve meal
money as follows:
An employee who works two (2) or more hours of overtll.ne on or before 7:00 PM: and who is
working overtime as of7:00 PM shall receive meal money in the amount of fifteen ($15.00) dollars.
An employee who works two (2) or more hours of overtirnc and is granted compensatory time and
not cash for such overtime shall receive meal money in fhe amount of fifteen ($15.00) dollars.
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In.the event that an employee has worked his/her entire shift and works an additional three (3) hours
or more, either before or afterhis/her shift, shall receive meal money in the amount of fifteen
($15.00) dollars unless a meal is provided by VILLAGE.
SECTION 8 OVERTIl\1E (DOUBLE TIME)
All employees shall be paid at the rate of double time (time plus time) for any overtime services
authorized and performed on the second day of rest or on a holiday as hereinafter defmed. Second
day of rest overtim~ or holiday overtime shall be authorized by either the employee's Department
Head, or in his/her absence, the Mayor of VILLAGE.
SECTION 9 ONEIHALF HOLIDAY OVERTIME
AUemployees shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for any overtime services authorized and
p~~rformedon a one-half day holiday with a minimum of two hours overtime pay for such services
even though they have not completed forty (40) hours of work in the 'week.
SJ8:CTION 10. EMERGENCY OVERTIME
Overtime due to an emergency shall be paid as set forth in paragraphs'8 or 9 with provisions for a
minimum of four (4) hours for any emergency overtime recall except that a second emergency
occurring within the compensation four (4) hour period shall not be construed as additional
ernergencyovertime. No employee shall work continuously more than sixteen (16) hours out of any
twenty-four (24) hour period without the approval of the Department Head.
SJ3:CTION 11. SNOW OVERTIME
Overtime occasioned by snow removal shall not be construed as emeTg~ncyovertime and shall be
paid for as set forth in paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 with provisions that in no case shall .an employee be
paid snow removal overtime at a rate of pay in excess of that of the highest paid motor equipment
operator of the Highway Department on duty during such snow removal. No employees shall work
continuously more than sixteen (16) hours out of any twenty-four (24) hour period without the
approval of the Department Head.
SJE:CTION 12. COMPENSATORY TIME
In.lieu of pay for overtime, an employee exempt from the:provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act
may request compensatory time. The Department Heald, or in his/her absence the Mayor of the
VILLAGE shall approve or reject the request for comp.ensatory tin1e and if compensatory time is
allowed shall determine when such compensatory time tnay be used. If the employee chooses paid
overtin1e compensation, that choice may not be altered. If the employee is allowed to choose
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compensatory tke, that choice may be altered at the sole option of the employee under the following
conditions: .
1.) the request for the conversion of compensatory time to cash must be made in the
fiscal year during which the overtime was earned;
2.) the rate of pay at the time the conversion to cash is requested must not have been
increased or decreased trom the time the overtime was earned;
3.) the number of compensatory time hours requested to be converted to their cash
equivalent must be no less than eight (8) hour~;
4.) the particular compensatory time for which an employee requests conversion to
cash must have been capable of being originally chosen as cash when first eallled;
and
5.) an employee who dies shall be deemed to have chosen the cash equivalent of the
overtime compensatory time standing to hislher credit, and the conditions of
subdivision (1) through (4) shall be deemed to be v/aived by the VILLAGE.
SECTION 13. STANDBY
Stand-by is intended to be one twenty-four (24) hour period, outside of the employees regular hours
of employment, except as provided for herein, during wh.ich the employee is required to be
immediately available in the event of emergency need. Except as otherwise provided for herein,
employees assigned to stand-by duty after regular hours of work shall be paid a minimum stand-by
wage unless called upon to perfonn actual work. If called upon to perfonn actual work after their
regular hours of work, such employees shall be paid at the rate c.,ftime and one-half for such work
except that if such work is perfonned on the second day or rest OJron a holiday he/she shall be paid
at the rate of double time (time plus time). In any event, the emp loyee shall receive a minimum of
four (4) hours pay at straight time, or the stand-by rate if such is higher.
Actual time worked shall be the cumulative hours (calcul:ated to the exa,:t minute) actually
worked during the stand-by period. In the event an employee is called upon to pe.rform actual work
more than once during the stand-by period, he/she shall receive, in. total, either the .minimum offour
(4) hours pay at straight time or the pay for the cumulative hour:s actually worked a~the time and
one-half or the double time rate.
SECTION 14. STAND-BY RATES
The stand-by rate of pay for all employees including registrars 'or their SLlbstitutes is fifty ($50.00)
dollars for a twenty-four (24) hour period 8 AM to 8 AM of stand-by dut:y.
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S]~CTION 15. STATUS
a) Every permanent appointment from an open competitive list and every original appointment to
a position in the non-competitive class shall be for a probationary term of not less than eight or more
the 26 weeks. All positions classified under appendix D of the Civil Service Rules of Nassau County
as Village Service, Labor Class Positions, shall be per diem positions during the probationary term.
b) Prior to appointment, VILLAGE shall notify the appointed employee of the duration of the
probationary term applicable. A probationer whose services are to be terminated for unsatisfactory
service shall receive written notice by VILLAGE at least one week prior to such termination.
c) Upon achieving permanent status, the employee shall be credited with seniority from the date of
last employment and with any sick and vacation time accrued during the probationary term. When
an employee has achieved permanent status he/she shall be entitled to that number of personal days
to the nearest whole day equal to the product of 3 days multiplied by the fraction whose numerator
is the number of months remaining in the year from February 1 to the following January 1, whose
denominator is twelve.
d) Subject to the Civil Service Rules of Nassau County and any applicable law nothing herein
contained shall be construed to limit or otherwise affect the authority of the VILLAGE at any time
to remove an employee for incompetence or misconduct.
e) All promotional positions shall.be publicized twenty (20) days in advance.
f) If at any time during a promotional probationary period it is detemmned by VILLAGE that the
enlplQyee does not fill the position competently, he/she shall be returned to the former position held,
without loss of seniority or other benefits.
g) Employees shall notify his/her Department Head sixty (60) days prior to the effective date of
retirement.
SI~CTION 16. HOLIDAYS
During the term of this agreement holidays are as follows:
New Year's Day Labor Day
Martin Luther King. Day Columbus Day
Lincoln's Birthday Veteran's Day
Washington's Birthday Thanksgiving .Day
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Memorial Day Day after Thanksgiving
Independence Day Christmas Day
Good Friday (~day)
SECTION 17. HOLIDAYS
a) When a holiday falls on the first day of rest, the previous day shall be a holiday. When a holiday
falls on the second day of rest the following day shall be a hoiiday.
b) When the Mayor ofhislher designated representative declares that an emergency exists because
adverse weather has impaired the use of available transportation facilities or for other reasons that
affect the health and welfare of the employees and directs employees either not to report to work or
to leave work, an employee's absence during hislher regular workday, whether before or after the
declaration of emergency shall be deemed absent with pay and shall not be charged against any leave'
time.
Employees who have reported to work prior to the declaration of emergency, and who are at work
when such emergency is declared, shall.be paid cash at the overtime rate for all time worked during
the emergency or compensatory time off, at the option of the Mayor or the Department :Head,at one
and one-half(1 - ~) times for all time worked during the emergency. Employees who report to work
after the declaration of such emergency shall be paid cash at their overtime rate for all time worked
during the emergency or shall receive compensatory time off at time and one-half (1 - ~) for all time
worked during the emergency, at the option of the Mayor or the DeJpartment Head.
c) An employee who is absent from work on hislher scheduled work day immediately before or after
a holiday shall not receive pay for such holiday unless the absence is pre-authorized or is due to the
employee's illness. This provision shall not affect the pay an employee receives if he/she actually
works on an observed holiday.
SECTION 18. VACATIONS
The following vacation schedule shall be in force during the term of this agreement for employees
hired 'on or before December 31, 1986:
a) Those employees hired on or after January 1st and on or before June 30thof any calendar year, will
be entitled to a one week vacation with pay in said calendar year. .
b) Those employees hired from July 1 to December 31 of any y'ear shall not be entitled to or
permitted a vacation in that calendar year.
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c) No employee shall be permitted to take a vacation until he/she has completed at least' six months
of service.
'
d)Thoseemployees'hiredbeforeJanuary 1st of anycalendaryearwillbe entitledto ten (10)vacation
days with pay in tl~e calendar year next following employment and in subsequent years of
e]l1ployment their vacation entitlement shall be as follows:
First Calendar Year Following Employment
Second Calendar Year Following Employment
Third Calendar Year Following Employment
Fourth Calendar Year Following Employment
Fifth Calendar Year Following Employment
Sixth Calendar Year Following Employment
S'eventh Calendar Year Following Employment
Eighth Calendar Year Following Employment
Ninth Calendar Year Following Employment
Tenth Calendar Year Following Employment
Fifteenth Calendar Year Following Employment
10 days
12 days
13 days
14 days
15 days
16 days
17 days
18 days
19 days
20 days
25 days
e) An en1ployee hired on or before December 31, 1986 shall be entitled to five additional vacation
days on his/her 25thanniversary of service with the VILLAGE. Such employee shall be entitled to
five additional vacation days' on his/her 30th anniversary of service with the VILLAGE. This
additional vacation must be taken within 5 years after his/her 25thannive,rsary and within 5 years
after his/her 30thanniversary.
f) Vacation days are defined as working days.
g) For all employees, regardless of employment date, vacation days may be .accrued for use into a
subsequent year only with the permission of the Mayor upon request made in.writing on or before
S'~ptember 1 of each year. An exception to the required date of submission shall be granted when,
in the opinion of the Mayor, there are extenuating circumstances. Unused va.cation days not used
within one (1) year from the date of earning said vacation days, shall neverth.eless be accrued for
separation pay purposes only (without the necessity of mayoral approval) to a IT.laximumof seventy-
five (75) days. Separation is defined, for purposes of this subsection" to only include retirement,
death or disability retirement.
h) Length of service in VILLAGE employmen~ will govern first preferenc:es on all vacation
sc;hedules in the payroll code for the first two (2) week period of vacation.
i) An employee recalled from vacation shall be entitled to additional pay for all hours worked at time
and one-half (1-~) or, if the employee h as not been paid his/her nonmal rate of pay for each vacation
day he/she works, he/she may elect, in lieu thereof, an additional day off for every day worked when
he/she would otherwise have been on vacation.
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j) Vacation days may be used as personal days upon five (5) days notice of the request, and prior
written approval of the employee's DepartmentHead. .
k) An employee who is on vacation and recalled by the VILLAGE shall be reimbursed by the'
VILLAGE for expenses actually incurred and not otherwise recoverable on behalf of the employee
and family relating to such vacation. An employee who has placed a deposit for vacation
accommodations and is ordered by the VILLAGE to cancel his/her vacation will be reimbursed for
any loss of deposit.
1)Those employees hired on or after January 1, 1987, upon completion ofone-half(Yz) year of actual
completed service shall be credited with five (5) vacation days. Thereafter, such employees shall
earn vacation time as indicated below:
Years of Actual
Completed Service
Number of Vacation
Days To be credited on
Anniversary Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 or more
5
10
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
m) At the discretion of the Department Head, employees may vo lunteer to work for a period not to
exceed up to ten (10) consecutive work days during their annual vacation. Such work will be
compensated with vacation p~y and pay as straight time, unless an employee becomes eligible during
such period for overtime compensation.
n) MILITARY LEAVE Employees shall have the benefits and protections afforded them under
applicable State and Federal laws in relation to leave for military- duty.
0) Employees of the Recreation Center, who are entitled to at lecu;tfifteen (15) vacation days, shall
at the discretion of the Department Head, use five (5) consecutive vacation days durin.g the annual
shut down period. .
SECTION 19. SICK LEAVE
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a) Sick leave will be accrued at the rate of one (1) day a month.
b) Employees hired on or after January 1, 1987 shall earn sick leave at the rate of three-quarters (%)
day per month of service, but not to exceed nine (9) days in each of the first three (3) years of actual
completed service, after which, employees shall receive their sick leave in accordance with
. .
SECTION 19a) above.
c) Employees who become sick while at work shall have only sick leave deducted from their accrued
sick leave until such leave is exhausted.
d) For employees hired on or before December 31, 1986 there shall be no maximum amount of sick
days an employee may accrue. For employees hired on or after January 1, 1"987the maximum sick
leave which may be accumulated is one hundred eighty (180) days. Notwithstanding such limitation
an employee may continue to accumulate sick days in excess of said maximum accumulation with
such days to be utilized, except as listed within paragraph G) of this SECTION 19, only in the
instance where such employee has sustained a catastrophic illness or injury and who has used all
vacation time, sick leave, personal leave and any compensatory time standing to his/her credit and
has no regular leave entitlement available and, in such instance, such employee shall be able to
utilize such excess leave as a consequence of such catastrophic illness or injury and such illness or
injury shall be certified to by a doctor. In no event, however, shall leave accrued beyond the one
hundred eighty (180) day maximum be utilized in any computation for termination pay purposes as
the same is provided for in paragraph e) of this SECTION 19.
e) Any employee who has exhausted all his/her sick leave and who is absent due to illness may elect
to use vacation leave, personal leave and compensatory time before being plac(~din a "leave without
pay" status.
f) After the third day on continuing sick leave, or after three non-successive absences in a two (2)
w'eek period, and upon the request of the Department Head, employees must furnish proof of
sic1mess.
g) In documented cases of chronic abuse, upon the request of the Department Head, sick leave usage
coupled with a weekend or a holiday may require me:dicalproof of such sickness from an attending
physician.
h) Employees become entitled to accrue two (2) addiitional days of sick leave for each calender year
subsequent to such date in which no sick leave was used by the employee subject to the maximum
n~cited above.
i) The beneficiary of an employee who dies while in the service of the VILLAGE or an employee
who has been granted retirement pension or any employee who terminates employment with the
vILLAGE after twenty (20) years of continuous service shall be entitled to a monetary
.
reimbursement for accrued sick leave on the basis of the per diem wages or on the basis of the salary
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:ineffect on the January 1 of the year of death, retirement or termination of employment";however,
:inno event shall said reimbursement exceed pay for one hundred eighty (180) days of accrued sick
leave upon death, retirement or vested tennination of employment.
j) Once each year during the month of October, employees who have reached the maximum of 180
days of accumulated sick leave days may elect to receive the cash value of up to seven days of any
sick leave earned beyond the 180 day maximum (in lieu of actually using such sick leave) in each
year during which the employee maintains the maximum bank of 180 days; to be paid on the next
full pay period.
SECTION 20. FUNERAL LEAVE
a) Employees are authorized to take days off for a death in their immediate family. Immediate
family for purposes of this agreement, is limited to a spouse, parent, grandparent, child, step-child,
grandchild, brother, sister, mother-in-law, or father-in-law. If an employee}has been raised by either
a step-mother or step-father or both, such individuals shall be deemed, for purposes of this
agreement, to be immediate family. Authorized time includes normal days offwhich intervene and
is as follows
3 days- New York State or 200 miles
4 days- 200 miles to 500 miles from Freeport
5 days- 500 miles or further from Freeport
In the event burial does not take place upon the third day of funeral leave, such leave, with consent
of the Mayor or his or her designatedrepresentative,may be extendedan additional day. .
b) Upon return from funeral leave, the employee shall furnish, upon request, to the Clerk of the
VILLAGE a certified copy of the death certificate of the person whose funeral he/she attended.
c) Funeral leave shall not be charged to vacation time, sick leave or overtime.
d) An employee shall be entitled to take off the day of the funeral ofa brother-in-law, sister-in-law,
aunt or uncle, provided the employee actually attends the funeral.
e) The VILLAGE shall pay all funeral expenses incurred by the family of an employee who dies
in the line or performance of duty to a maximum often thousand dollars ($10,000.00).
f) Effective Aprill, 1984 the VILLAGE shall provide for all active employees insurance in the sum
of fifty thousand ($50,000.00) dollars. Standard double indemnity insurance shall also be provided.
In the event an employee does not designate a beneficiary for such insurance c:overage, the benefit
upon hislher death shall be payable to the deceased employ(~e's estate.
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SECTION 21. PERSONAL LEAVE
a) Employees hired on or before December 31, 1986, shall be entitled to five (5) personal days
beginning each February 1stuntil the next following January 31st. Personaldays must be requested
at least three (3) working days in advance of being used and are subject to the approval of the date
by the Department Head, which approval shall not be arbitrarily withheld. However, in the event
an employee has exhausted both his/her sick time and vacation time, helshe may use any personal
days to his/her credit as additional sick time without prior notice or approval. Personal days may
not be accumulated.
b) Employees hired on or after January 1, 1987, shall be entitled to one (1) day personal leave for
each full year of service to a maximum of three (3) days personal leave. After three years of service
with the Village, such employees shall receive two (2) additional days.
SECTION 22. HEALTH PLAN
a) All employees and their dependents shall be entitled to inclusion in the health plan of the
VILLAGE. It is understood that life insurance, accidental death and disrnemberment insurance and
vj:siontreatment are not included in such healthplan. .
b) The VILLAGE shall assume 500/0of the cost of the health plan for all retired employees and their
dependents. The VILLAGE shall assume 100% of the cost of the health plan for all employees
retiring on or after March 1, 1987. -
c) The VILLAGE shall assume 100% of the cost of the heal th plan for dependents of an active
elnployee who shall die while in the service of the VILLAGE. Such costs shall continue to be paid
until either the death or remarriage of the dependent spouse and until attainment of age eighteen (18)
of any dependent children.
d) The Village's self-insured health care plan, currently administered by the Comprehensive Group,
formerly Precise Benefit Plan Administrators, will be modified to include a Preferred Provider
N'etwork (Multiplan Network) with an Out-of-Network component:
i) For an active member of the CSEA Bargaining Unit that decides not to participate
with the Multiplan Network, the following schedule IJfdeductible s and co-insurance
payments shall apply:
1. Deductible: $250.00 per single member, $500.00 Jperjfamily;
2. Co-Insurance: 50150 of the next $1,00'0.00 per singlle member
(max. $750.00) and 50/50 of the next $1,000.00 per family, up to a
maximum of2.5 X per family (max. $1,750.00).
ii) Prescription Coverage: $5.00 for generic drugs and $10.00 for brand name drugs.
Where a brand name exists for which a generic equivalent is 31vailable and the
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individual chooses to accept the brand name, the individual will pay the difference
between the generic and brand name drug. If the brand is medically necessary:. and
the employee's physician documents the need for said medication, the $10.00 co-
payment shall apply.
iii) Preferred Provider ~Tetwork (Multiplan - In Network): For all members of the
bargaining unit who utilize the Multiplan Network, the following schedule and co-
pays shall applyl:
Subject to co-pay, Plan pays 100% of:
1. Physician visits and office visits:
a. $10.00 co-pay (2000-2001)
b. $10.00 co-pay (2001-2002)
c. $15.00 co-pay (2002-2003)
d. $15.00 co-pay (2003-2004)
2. Out-patient Services: $00.00 co-pay
3. Eme~gency Room: $35.00 co-pay2
4. Skilled Nursing F~cility $00.00 co-pay
5. In-patient Visits $00.00 co-pay
6. Surgery $00.00 co-pay
7. Home Health Care
8. Ambulance Service
9. Physical Therapy
$00.00 co-pay
$00.00 co-pay
$10.00 co-pay at home/office
$00.00 co-pay at facility
$10.00 co-pay at home/offi.ce
$00.00 co-pay at facility
11. Vision Therapy $00.00 co-pay at facility3
12. Durable Medical Equipment $00.00 co-pay
13. Prosthetics $00.00 co-pay
14. Orthotics $00.00 co-pay
15. Spinal Manipulation/Chiropractic Care
$10.00 co-pay
$00.00 co-pay
10. OccupationaVSpeech
16. X-ray/Lab
17. Mental Health
a. Inpatient $00.00 co-pay
INo deductibles, and co-insurance payments.
2Co-pay waived if admitted within 24 hours of emergency rOOlIDvisit.
3Combined 30 visits horn.e,office, or outpatient facility per cakmdar year.
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b. Outpatient
Substance Abuse
a. Inpatient
b. Outpatient
18. Preventive Care
Routine Adult well care:
Office Visits
Pap Smear
Prostate Screening
Gynecological Exam
. Routine Phys~calExam
Mammography
X-rays and Laboratory Blood Tests
$25.00 co-pay
$00.00 co-pay
$00.00 co-pay
$00.00 co-pay
iv) Prescriptions for Preferred Provider Network: see pres~ription plan above (for all
CSEA bargaining unit members).
v) All changes to the medical. plan to go into effect on January 1, 2001.4
.
. e}EmplQyeesmay voluntarily waive inclusion in the health plan of the VILLAGE provided such
eInployees are eligible for individual coverage only or if eligible for family coverage are covered
w1der a health care plan of such employee's spouse. Fifty (50%) percent of the cost of inclusion in
. th.e health plan of the VILLAGE shall be paid to an employee who waives either individual
coverage, family coverage or when an employee eligible for family coverage elects individual
coverage instead of family coverage. There shall be an open window period when an employee who
has voluntarily waived coverage may be reinstated and be eligible for the sam.e coverage and non-
contributory status that would have been in effect if the employee had not waived coverage provided
such employee remains uncovered for at least twelve (12) months. The op\~n'Nindow period shall
begin on the. first day next following the ending of the twelve (12) month p'eritodof non-coverage
and continue for sixty (60) calendar days thereafter. Payment of fifty (50%) percent of the cost of
_ inclusion in the health plan of the VILLAGE will be made an employee upon election for non-
coverage. An employee may waive the open window period and again elect ~non-coverage at the
conclusion of any twelve (12) month period of non-coverage and receive payme.nt for the following
tvrelve (12) month period.
f) The Village of Freeport sball adopt for all C.S.E.A. bargaining unit membf~rs the Disability
B,enefits Law provided by the New York State Workers Compensation Board for off-the-job
disability coverage, as defined by law. The weekly contribution per employee w ill be sixty (.60)
cents per week. .
4Until such time as new prescription cards have been provided, this new prescription plan
shall not go into effect.
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SECTION 22.1 CHILD CARE LEAVE
a) Child Care leave shall be provided without pay or bene~ts to employees for parenthood, with the
exception of continued health care coverage as provided by Section 2614(e)(I) of the Family and
Medical Leave Act of 1993. Seniority and employment benefits are not to be accrued during any
p'eriod of leave. Leave, including any accrued leave entitlements utilized, must COtnnLencewithin
one hundred twenty (120) calendar days of the birth of a child parented by the employee, or one
hundred twenty (120) calendar days of the adoption by an employee of a child less than five (5) years
of age. Such leave shall extend up to one (1) calendar year inclusive of the use of a(;crued leave
entitlements.
b) No more than one marital spouse may be on child care leave at anyone time.
c) No employee shall be eligible for Child Care Leave until after the completion of one full year to
actual completed service.
SECTION 23. DENTAL PLAN
Effective on the first day of the month following the execution of this agreement by the parties
hereto, the VILLAGE shall pay no more than $463.00 per contract year toward the dental plan of
the C.S.E.A. employee benefit fund for all employees and their eligible dependents. Any increase
cost over and above the stated amount shall be borne by the employees.
SECTION 23.1 OPTICAL PLAN
a) The Village shall continue to pay the full cost of participation in the optical plan of the C.S.E.A.
employee benefit fund for all employees and their eligible dependents.
b) The Village will provide a second pair of eyeglasses for comjputer IUsefor employ(~es presently
receivi~g a pair of corrective lenses under the existip.g plan.
SECTION 24.
a.) UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
In the event of layoff or termination because of a reduction in thl~work force, but not in the event
of either voluntary tennination of service or discharge for cause, the \fILLAGE agrees to provide
New York State Unemployment Insurance for all employees, upon layoff or termination because of
reduction in the work force, provided such unemployment comp ensati on has not been paid under
the New York State Unemployment Insurance Law. The VILLA.GE wi 11notify such employees at
least ninety (90) days in advance and they will be given ample tim'e away from work at the discretion
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of the Board of Trustees of the VILLAGE to secure other employment. The VILLAGE will notify
elnployees with less than five (5) years of completed service at least thirty (30) days in advance of
la.yoff or termination and they will be given ample time away from work at the discretion of the
Board of Trustees of the VILLAGE to secure other employment. Any employee laid off or
te:rminatedbecause of a reduction in the work force shall be entitled to pay for all vacation, personal
days, or compensatory time accrued prior to layoff or termination.
b..) LAYOFFS
Prior to any layoffs or any employee covered by this agreement for economic reasons or reasons of
re-organization, the VILLAGE will discuss the same with the C.S.E.A. Layoffs, however, are to
continue to be in the sole discretion of the VILLAGE. This provision shall not be deemed to affect,
in any way, the managerialrights of the VILLAGE. '
SECTION 25. BENEFIT ELIGIBILITY
Employees of a class whose normal work week consists of twenty (20) or fewer hours of work shall
not be entitled to any benefits other than salary.
SECTION 26. PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
Upon presentation of an authorization in writing and signed by an employee, and in form satisfactory
to the VILLAGE, the VILLAGE agrees to deduct from the wages of such employee on each payday,
or less frequently if so specified in the authorization, amounts necessary for C.S.E.A. dues, insurance
programs or accident and disability insurance and for the ,premiums for C.S.E.A. automobile and
homeowner's insurance. C.S.E.A. shall indemnify and hold the VILLAGE harmless against any and
all claims, demands, suits or other forms of liability that may arise by reason of action taken or not
taken by the VILLAGE for purposes of complying with any of the provisions of this paragraph.
SECTION 27. ASSOCIATION PRIVILEGES
The president, of the C.S.E.A. or, in his/her absence, his/her ,designated r.epresentative shall be
entitled to time off at least equivalent'to five (5) working days ea,chmonth to work on behalf of that
organization and/or its members, said time off (five (5) days per mon~h), if not used, sha~l be
cumulative on an annual basis (fiscal calendar year) and may not be carried over in the next fiscal
calendar year, and ten (10) working days a year to attend semimars, conventions, or workshops
without j eopardy to his/herregular employment by virtue of such activity. Tino.eoffin excess of the
above recited shall be the exclusive decision of the Mayor. The VILLAGE a,grees that there shall
, be:no discrimination with regard to job tenure, promotion or otherw ise because of activities of the
officers of the C.S.E.A. on its behalf.
SECTION 28. WORKING OUT OF TITLE
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Out of Title Work shall be detennined by the Nassau County Civil Service Comnllssion. An
employee must work Out of Title as defined above for a minimum of thirty (30) days (cumulative)
to be eligible for additional compensation. Any physical employee in the Power Plant or Electric
Department or any outside employee of the Highway, Sewer, Parks, or Water Department working
out of title on a day to day basis shall receive the higher pay for such work. Labor class employees
who have not completed their probationary period are trainees until their first period of probation
is satisfactorily completed and they shall not be entitled to a pay differential when ca.1ledupon to
perform work out of their title.
SECTION 29. GRIEV ft~CE PROCEDURE
It is understood and agreed that the parties hereto are governed by the provisions of Local Law #3
of 1963, which is attached hereto as Annex G, which shall be revised to include an increase fr01l1two
(2) to five (5) days in Section 3.(a), from three (3) to five (5) days in Section3.(c), and jrom five (5)
days to ten (10) days in Section 4.(a) and 4.(b), and the New York State Law commonly known as
the Taylor Law.
SECTION 30. BULLETIN BOARDS
The VILLAGE will provide bulletin boards for the display of C.S.E.A. information and materials.
SECTION 31. PROMOTIONS
a) All openings for promotional positions and for positions paying higher salary differentials shall
be adequately publicized on all bulletin boards twenty (20) days in advance, and all qualified
personnel shall be given adequate opportunity to make application for such positions. The
VILLAGE shall in the first instance request Nassau County Civil Service Commission to conduct
a promotional examination except for positions as Department FIead and then shall request an open
competitive examination in the event the promotional examination does not produce sufficient
number of qualified employees.
b) When an employee is either promoted o~ changed to a positi.on in a higher salary grade, the
employee shall receive at least, the salary closest to but not less than the salary he/she would have
received in his/her present grade on the March 1st followingsuch change in position.
SECTION 32. SAFETY
a) All employees who are required to wear corrective lenses, safety clothi:ng, or safety equipment
while at hazardous work or while in hazardous areas will be provided with safety glasses, safety
clothing, or safety equipment at VILLAGE expep.se. The detennination of hazardous work or
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hazardous areas will be solely the province of the Mayor and Board of Trustees of the VILLAGE.
Employees wh<:>fail to wear the required corrective lenses, safety clothing, or safety equipment shall
b(~subject to disciplinary action.
by The VILLAGE and the C.S.E.1\. shall cooperate in the enforcement of safety rules and
regulations. Complaints with respect to unsafe or unhealthy working conditions shall be brought
inunediately to the attention of the employee's Department Head.
c) The VILLAGE shall, within a reasonable amount of time, correct any unsafe or unhealthy
working conditions. .
d) No employee shall be required to perfonn any work which is detennined by the VILLAGE and
the C.S.E.A. to be unsafe or unhealthy.
e) The VILLAGE shall provide an annual reimbursement shoe allowance of up to one hundred and
ten ($110.00) dollars to those employees who are required to wear safety shoes as detennined in
writing by the Department Head. The VILLAGE shall provide an annual reimbursement shoe
allowance of up to one hundred and ten ($110.00) dollars to the physical employees of the Electric
Department who are required to wear. safety shoes as determined in writing by the Superintendent
of Electric Utility.
f) The Village shall reimburse (up to a maximum of $400.00 per contract year) Village Garage
M:echanics, who have received prior written authorization from their Department Head, to purchase
tools. Employees shall provide a receipt of purchase. Any such tools shall become and remain the
property of the Village, and shall be returned to the Village upon the employee's separation from
Village service.
.
g) Provided there is prior written approval from the Department Head and the Board of Trustees, the
Village will reimburse employees for the costs of licenses, including co,mmercial driver's licenses,
ce:rtificates or organizational memberships mandated by the Village of Freep'ort.
SECTION 33. PERSONNEL FOLDER
AU employees shall have the right to inspect their personnel folders nvice a year subject to the'
lilnitation of the date and time and length of time of such review by thf~Clerk of the VILLAGE,
who's personnel records shall be the official records of the VILLAGE. ,An employee may submit
a letter of rebuttal of anything contained in his/her personnel folder to which he/she tc.\kesexception.
A copy of a notice of infraction being placed in the personnel file must be sent to the employee
involved. Memoranda of anonymous phone calls or anonymous correspondence shall not be kept
in any personnel file.
S]B:CTION 34. DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
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a) Except where an accrediting agency regulating a VILLAGE department requires otherwise, the
provisions of this section shall be exclusive for all persons in the negotiating unit and shall be in lieu
of any and all other statutory or regulatory disciplinary protections.
b) There shall be a trial period of twenty-six (26) weeks for all employees in full-tinle positions,
unless a longer, or new, or additional probationary or trainee period is provided by the Civil Service
Commission Rules or by New York State statute. During the trial period, the employee holding the
position shall not have any disciplinary protection. In addition, an employee's failure of a
probationary or trainee period required by the Civil Service Commission shall not be subject to the
Disciplinary Procedure. .
c) There shall be a trial period offive (5) continuous years for all employees in part-tinie positions.
During this trial period, the employee holding the position shall not have any disciplinary protection.
d) Interruptions of service in a full-time or part-time position, lasting less than one (1) year, shall not
be an interruption of years of coritinuous service.
e) Only an employee who has passed the trial period, as set forth above, shall be entitled to use the
Disciplinary Review Procedures as set forth in this section.
f) An employee who is seasonal, temporary, provisional, or in the unclassified senrice, or in a
position previously designated by the Civil Service Commission as "Confidential" or "influencing
policy", shall not have the protections of Section 34 of this Agreement.
g) An employee who is covered by this section may not have any of the Health, Dental or Optical
insurance benefits provided for in this Agreement suspended, discontinued, or intemlpted by the
VILLAGE pending the completion of the Disciplinary Review Procedure provided for in this
section. The VILLAGE shall continue to pay the regular cost of such insurance for such period.
h) No penalty or punishment beyond a reprinland or warning may be imposed unless the employee
has been given a reasonable opportunity to have a Union representative present at the time any such
penalty or punishment is imposed. It is the employee's responsibility to have his/her Union
representative be made available within a two (2) hour minimum period.
i) No employee shall be asked or required to sign a resignation unless he/sh.e has first been afforded
a reasonable opportunity to consult with a Union representative. It is the elnployee's responsibility
to have hislher Union representative be made available within a two (2) hOlurminimwn period.
j) When an employee is being interviewed by a department~ representativ,e under circumstances
which may lead to the imposition of a disciplinary penalty against him or her other than a reprimand
or a warning, the employee shall be given an opportunity to have a Union representative present
during such interview. It shall be the responsibility of the employee to have hislher Union
representative be made available within a two (2) hour minimum period.
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k) Such Union representative shall be excused from work for a sufficient period of time necessary
to assist the employeewho has requestedhis/her presence. .
1)Such representative, while having the right to be present during the period of interview, shall not
be permitted to interfere with the interview. The representative shall, however, have the right to
confer with and advise the employee both before and after the interview.
nl) Notice of Discipline and Charges. An employee who is entitled to the protections of this section
shall, within twenty (20) calendar days of the imposition of a penalty, be served with written notice
of the discipline and charges of incompetence and/or misconduct either in person or by certified
nlail, return receipt requested, fo his/her current address as it appears on th~ VILLAGE personnel
records. If the employee wishes to contest said discipline, the employee must proceed in accordance
~rith the Disciplinary Review Procedure set forth in this section. A copy of such notice and charges
shall simultaneously be served upon the Union.
n) Discipline may consist of and shall be limited to a reprimand, and/or a fine not to exceed one
hundred dollars ($100.00), and/or a loss of leave entitlements not to exceed thirty (30) days, and/or'
a suspension without pay, and/or demotion in grade and/or step, and/or dismissal from VILLAGE
service. .
0) A discharge, or a suspension without pay in excess of thirty (30) days, shall entitle the Union to
proceed directly to Step 3 of the Disciplinary Review Procedure for expedited arbitration.
. .
p) No discipline may be imposed more than eighteen (18) months after the occurrence of the alleged
incompetence or misconduct complained of by the VILLAGE and described in the. notice and
charges, unless said incompetence or misconduct would if proved in court of competent jurisdiction,
constitute a crime.
SECTION 34.1 DISCIPLINARY REVIEW PROCEDURE
a) Step 1. Within ten (10) days after the imposition of disciplinary action or receipt of notice of
discipline and charges, whichever is first, an employee who objects to the disciplinary action which
~ras imposed shall present his/her objection in writing to his/her department head, who shall
carefully consider the matter, and within five (5) days thereafter, make a determination and advise
the employee and the Union of the decision.
b) Step 2. If the objection is not satisfactorily adjusted at Step' 1 an employee or his/her Union
n~presentative shall present the matter to the VILLAGE with five (5) days after notification of the
decision provided in Step 1by filing a written notice of the specified objection. Within twenty (20)
days after such presentation, the VILLAGE shall make a written determination and advise the
employee and the Union of the decision.
c) Step 3. Within fifteen (15) days after
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(a) notification of the decision reached at Step' 2; or
(b) discharge; or
(c) suspension without pay in excess of thirty (30) day;
only the Union may proceed to Disciplinary Arbitration.
SECTION 34.2 DISCIPLINARY ARBITRATION
a) Panel of Arbitrators. The VILLAGE and the Union shall mutually agree on five (5) people to
serve as a panel or arbitrators. Each person selected must be a labor arbitration panel member of the
American Arbitration Association or the New York State Public Employment Relations Board panel
of arbitrators. All of the arbitrators so selected shall be listed alphabetically except as otherwise
provided below.
b) Arbitrators shall be selected in alphabetical order. If the arbitrator selected advises the parties that
he/she is unable to hear the dispute within thirty (30) days from the date he/she is notified of
selection, the next arbitrator on the list shall be designated.
. .
c) Names of arbitrators who have serv,edand of those who have been unable to accept an assignment
shall be moved to the bottom of the panel list.
d) The arbitrator shall have no authority to add to, subtract to, modify or change in any way the
provisions of this Agreement or any expressly written amendment or s1,lpplementthereto, or to
extend its duration, unless the partIes have expressly agreed, in writing, to give the arbitrator specific
authority to do so, or to make an Award which has this effect. It is understood that a disciplinary
proceeding commenced during the term of this Agreement or after its expiration date:1but prior to
execution of a new agreement, may be processed after the stated expiration date as if the Agreement
was still in effect. The Award of the Arbitrator so made shall be final and biriding on.the parties.
e) For the purposes of this Disciplinary Review Procedure:
i) Failure by the VILLAGE at any Step of the procedure provided herein, to
communicate a decision on a grievance within the specifie:d time limits shall permit
the employee or the Union to proceed to the next Step.
ii) Failure by the employee or Union at any Step of this procedure to appeal a
grievance to the next step within the specified time limit.s shall be deemed to be a
waiver of the right to appeal to the next Step and shall constitute a bar to proceed in
any phase of the Disciplinary Procedure set forth herein.
iii) Judicial Review of Disciplinary Action shall be exclusively limited to procedures
available under C.P.L.R., Article 75.
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iv) Neither the Union nor the VILLAGE shall be permitted more than two' (2)
adjournments of any arbitration case. Default will be granted against the party
requesting more than two (2) adjournments.
v) The arbitrator shall only ,decidewhether misconduct or incompetence existed, and
if so the appropriate penalty permitted by this agreement.
vi) Those selected as arbitrators under this Agreement, shall receive a fee of four
hundred fifty dollars ($450.00) per day, to include all expenses, and to be bo~~
equally by the parties.
vii) The arbitrator selected shall be notified immediately and must hold the hearing
and render the binding decision within forty-five (45) calendar days from the date of
his/her designation unless otherwise agreed to by the parties.
SECTION 35. MILEAGE ALLOWANCE
. 'Vhen authorizedby hislherDepartm~ntHead to use hislherprivatelyowned vehicleon VILLAGE
business, an employee will be reimbursed for such use at the current Internal Revenue Service rate
per mile plus tolls for traveling. A receipt for tolls paid shall be submitted before an employee is
n~imbursed for the same.
SECTION 36. RIGHT TO SUBCONTRACT
The VILLAGE may at any time subcontract any part of VILLAGE services to independent
contractors, with due consideration given to the use of VILLAGE employees.
SECTION 37. NO STRIKE PROVISION
. .
It is understood that the C.S.E.A. or its agents or members thereof, shall not engage in, cause,
instigate or encourage a strike.
SECTION 38. PRIOR AGREEMENTS
These terms and conditions of employment are all inclusive as to the rights of the parties hereto and
is intended to replace any and all prior agreements and prior practices between said parties. Where
t1ermsof this agreement may contravene terms of prior agreements, the terms of this agreement shall
prevail. .
SECTION 39. INV ALIDITY
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In the event that any article, section or portion of this agreement is found to be 41validby a decision
of a tribunal of competent jurisdiction, then such specific article, section or portion specified in such
decision shall be of no force and effect by the remainder of this agreement shall continu(: in full force
and effect.
Upon the issuance of such a decision, either party shall have the right immediately to reopen
negotiations with respect only to a substitute for such article, section or portion of this agreement.
SECTION 40. LEGISLATIVE IMPLEMENTATION
Any provision of this agreement requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by
amendment or law or by providing the additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until
the appropriate legislativebody has given approval.
.
SECTION 41. ADMINISTRATION OF POLICY
Except as may be provided to the contrary in this agreement the detennination and administration
of VILLAGE policy, the operation and management of the VILLAGE and the direction of its
employees are vested exclusively in the Mayor and the Board ofT.rustees of the ~LAGE.
SECTION 42. RECLASSIFICATION
In the event any employee or employees is or are reclassified before expiration of this agreement,
the negotiations will be reopened between the parties hereto as to said employee or employees.
SECTION 43. UNIFORMS
a) The VILLAGE shall supply uniforms, or parts thereof, which it requires employees to wear,
subject to a reasonable limitation on the number of replacement unifof11'n.s,or parts, fwnished in any
year.
b) Employees now receiving uniforms will continue to receive theIn during the term of this
agreement, subject, however, to a reasonable limitation on the number furnished (:ach year and
subject to the availability of uniforms at a reasonable cost.
c) Employees who fail to wear supplied unifonns, shall be subject to disc iplinary action.
d) The C.S.E.A. shall notify the VILLAGE when, in its opinion, certain. uniforms or parts thereof
are either needed or may be discontinued. The VILLAGE shall, at il~;option, take any necessary
action.
SECTION 44. UNIFORM ALLOWANCE
27
Parking Meter Attendants shall be entitled to an allowance of one hundred fifty ($150:00) dollars
for each fiscal year of the duration of this agreement for cleaning of their uniforms. Such amount
shall be paid in two semi-annual installments, the fITston March 1 of each year, the second on
Sl~ptember 1. This allowance shall also be provided to Police Communication Operators.
S:ECTION 45. LEGAL PROTECTION
Subject to the prior approval of the Mayor and the Board of Trustees, the VILLAGE will defend
elnployees who act within the scope of their authority and in the proper performance of their duties
from legal actions which shall include but shall not be limited to civil suits, malicious prosecution,
libel, slander, defamation, violation of right of privacy, wrongful entry or eviction, or other invasion
of right of private occupancy, or invasion of civil rights.
SECTION 46. RETIREMENT
To the extent permitted by law, the VILLAGE agrees to continue, on a fully non-contributory basis,
an improved career retirement plan with all benefits provided under Section 41-Subdivision K,
Section 43-Subdivision G, Section 60~b,and Section 75-i of the Retirement and Social Security Law
.ofthe State of New York and Section 243 of the Military Law of the State of New York.
SECTION 47. DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN
Pursuant to Section 5, 3a of the State Finance Law, the VILLAGE on March 26, 1984 adopted a
deferred compensation plan for its eligible employees in accordance with standards, rules and
regulations of the Deferred Compensation Board of the State of New York and the provisions of
section four hundred fifty-seven of the Internal Revenue Code and regulations adopted pursuant
thereto.
. SJB:CTION48. CPR COURSE
The VILLAGE agrees that all employees, at their option, shall be instructed in Cardio-Pulmonary
Resuscitation' techniques. Such instruction shall be given on VILL,AGE time at such times and
places as are designated by the Department Head.
S]B:CTION 49. TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
Any employee who completes a course or courses which would contribute~to the furtherance of such
ernployee's proficiency as a VILLAGE employee shall receive one hundf.t~d(100%) percent tuition
reimbursement upon successful completion of such course or courses. The VILLAGE Clerk as
Personnel Officer of the VILLAGE shall determine whether or not the skil\] to be studied will be of
28
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benefit to the VILLAGE and that further need of such skills are necessary. Such determination shall
not be arbitrary or capricious. Prior approval to take a course by the employee is necessary before
the employee undertakes the course of study. Such course or courses may not be pursued during an
employee's normal working"hours.
An employee must furnish evidence of successful completion of a course before reimbursement is
made. In the event reimbursement is to be $1,000.00 or more, the employee shall enter into a
contract of employment with the VILLAGE agreeing to remain in employment at least one (1) year
next following the date of reimbursement. In the event the employee does not so remain in
employment with the VILLAGE he/she shall pay back the VILLAGE the amount of reiInbursem ent.
The provision shall not apply to courses mandated by the VILLAGE. In th~se cases the VILLAGE
shall pay the full cost.
SECTION 50. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Except as limited by this agreement, the VILLAGE reserves the right to determine the standards of
service to be offered by its various d~partments; to set the standards of selection for employment;
to direct its employees; to regulate work schedules; to take disciplinary action; to relieve its
employees from duty because of lack of work or other legitimate reasons; to maintain the efficiency
of governmental operations; to determine the methods, means and personnel by whic:h municipal
operations are to be conducted; to determine the content of job classifications, subject to Civil
Service Commission approval, to take all necessary actions to catT)'out its mission in emergencies,
and to exercise complete control and discretion over its organization and the technology of
performing its work.
SECTION 51. WAIVER - ZIPPER
. The VILLAGE and the C.S.E.A. for the life of this Agr~ement,. each voluntarily and.unqualified
agree that the other shall not be obligated to negotiate collectively with respe'ct to any subject or
matter referred to or covered, in this Agreement, even though such subject or matter Dlay not have
been within the knowledge or contemplation of either or both of the parties at the time they
negotiated or signed this Agreement. This shall not be construed to apply to negotiations for future
collectively negotiated Agreements between the parties.
SECTION 52. LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
There shall be a Labor Management Committee composed of six (6) members, three being the
Mayor of the Village of Freeport and two of his/her designees and three being the Local C.S.E.A.
President and two ofhis/her designees. Such committee will Ineet upon the written request of either
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party for the purpose of discussing working conditions and such other matters as affect the
VILLAGE and its employees.
TI'lWITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement on the day of , 2000.
IJ\J"CORPORA TED
VILLAGE OF FREEPORT
c_ L-
CnnLSERVICEENWLOYEES
ASSOCIATION INC., LOCAL 1000
AFSCME AFL-CIO, FREEPORT UNIT
/
~
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STATE OF NEW YORK)
)ss:
COUNTY OF NASSAU)
~
. ..
On the It, day of December 2000, before me personally came William F.
Glacken, to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he has offices
at 46 North Ocean Avenue, Freeport, New York, that he is the Mayor for the Incorporated.
Village of Freeport, New York, the municipal corporation described in and who did executed
the foregoing instrument.
~~Notary Pu IC
-
HOWARD E. COLTON'
Notary Public. State 09
f
2
N
,~w
york
No.02C0504
Qualified in Nassau Coun~~ ~
Commission ExpiresSeptember. r.: _...1..00 ,
STATE OF NEW YORK )
)ss:
COUNTY OF NASSAU)
J~~ -.
On the'" day of December 2000, before me personally came Peter Reinke, to me
known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that has a business address at
Freeport Electric Department, 220 West Sunrise Highway, Freeport, New York, 11520, and
being known to me as the individual described in and who executed the 'foregoing
instrument, and acknowledged that he executed the same.
,,£ ?
Notary Publ{c HOWARD E. COLTON
Notary Public. State of New York
No. 02C050492' 6
Qualified in Nassau Coun~~
'
aL""
Commission Expires September ~
?#tJl
STATE OF NEW YORK)
)ss:
COUNTY OF NASSAU)
On the /(/1- day of December 2000, before me personally came Harrison J.
Edwards, to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that he has offices
at 46 North Ocean Avenue, Freeport, New York, that he is the Mayor for the Incorporated
'Village of Freeport, New York, the municipal corporation described in and who did executed
the foregoing instrument.
/L~
~rotary Publ" COL10N ,wp...~o E.. t New(,-'"Ir~.
~~ub\\C. Sta~A92'6
No\al''I Ol COS~ C .
,
.", \
"
/"N~. . Nassau O~\~'. /Ad IOua\aled ~('\ senternb: "4{J1Ct1cv p ll'es t"
"
SS IO('\ ~". .Comml
STATE OF NEW YORK )
)ss:
COUNTY OF NASSAU)
. -/,L
On their day of December 2000, before me personally came MiguelAngel Cruz, to
nle known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that has offices at 3 Garet
Place, Commack, New York, 11725, and being known to me as the individual described in
and who executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged that he execllted the same.
-'/< -----
COL10N ~
i\Np...?-.oE.. \ Ne\f<l'lOf .HO rc State 01'6
Notaf'1~ub~iCOsoA9u cou('\W
~\'I~' \('\Nassa bef , '\
,
oua\\hed
'I"essepte"'" ttJlJ I
. SIO('\E.)(PComt1'\S
. INC. VILLAGE OF FREEPORT
GRADED SALARY PLAN
3101/00 . 2I2B/01
2.6 PERCENT INCREASE
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP J STEP 4 STEP 6 STEP IJ STEP 7 STEPS STEP 9 STEP 10 ,
GRADE 5 16.117. 16,709 17.322 17.958 18,617 19,300 20,008 201743 21,504 22,294
GRADE 6 16,738 17,352 11,989 18,649 19,33~ ~O,O43 ,20,119 21,541 22,332 23,151
GRADE 7 17.512 18.155 18,821 19,512 20,228 20,970 21,740 22,537 23,364 24,221
GRADE 8. 18,305 18,977 19,673
. 20,395 21,144 21,920 22,724 23,558 24.423 251319
GRADE 9 19.102 19,803 20,530 21,283 22.064 22,874 23,714 24,583 25,485 26,422
GRADE 10 19,920 20,651 21.409 22,195 23,009 23,B5~ 24.129 25,638 .26.579 27,554
GRADE 11 20,842 21.807 22,400 23.222 24,074 24,958 25,874 26,824 27,608 28,829
GRADE.12 21,756. 22.555 . 23,383 24.241 25,130 28,05 3 27.009 2B.001 29.027 30.09:3
GRADE 13 22,662 23.494 24,356 25,250 26.176 '27.137 28,133 29.186 30,236 31,344
GRADE 14 23.809 24.683 25,5,B9 26.528 27,501 28,511 29,557 30.641 31,765 32,931
GRADE15 ' 24,885 25.798 26,745 27.726 28.744 29,799 30,892 32,026 33,202 34,420
GRADE 16 25.967 26,920 27.908 28,932 29.994 31,094 32,236 33,417 34.644 35,916
GRADE 17 27.0.24 28,016 ~9.0.44 30,110 31 ,215 32.360. 33,548 34,179 36,D56 37.379
GRADE 18 28,091 29,122 30..190' 31 ,298 32.447 33,638 34,872 36,153 37.480. 36,855
GRADE 19 29,567 30.652 31 ,777 32,943 3~r152 35. ~0.5 36,7-05 38.051 39.447 40,896
GRADE 20
. 31,075 32.216 33,398 34,624 35A894 37,212 38,577 39,994 41.461 42,963
GRADE 21 33.14 :3 . 34135~ 35,620 36.928 36,28 :1 39,688 41.144 42,654 44,221 45,843
GRADE 22 35,272 36,566 .31.908 39,300 40.142' 42,237 43,787 45.394 41.061 48.787
GRADE 2.3 37,403 38,776 40,199 41,675 43,204 44,790 46.433 48,13B 49J90.4 51.736
GRADE 24 39.550 41JOO1 42.506 44J066 45,663 47,360. 49,09& 50.,899 52,167 54,704
GRADE 25 42,082 .43.626 45.227 46.887 48.608 50.392 52,241 54J15 7 56. 145 58r206
GRADE 26 44,633 46.271 47.970 49,730 51,555 53,447 55.409 57.443 59.552 61.731
GRADE 27 41,161 48,892 .50.687 52.541 54.475 56,475 58.547 60,696 62.925 65.234
GRADE 28 47,712. 49,463 51.278 53.160 55 r111 57.134 59,230 61 .404 63,659 65,995
GRADE 29 53,036 54,982 57.000 59.092 61,260 63,509 85.839 68,251 70.762- 73,358
GRADE 30 56.749 58,832 60.991 63.230 65,550 67.956 10.450 73,035 75,715 78,494
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INC. VILLAGE OF FREEPORT
,'- GRADED SALARY PLAN
3/01/00.2128101
- 2.6 PERCENT INCREASE
STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP. STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP
GRADE 10-96 10-96 10..94 10..93 .10-92 10..91 10-90 10-89 11 12 10+
GRADE5 23.111 23.960 24.839 25,751 26,697 .27.676 28.692 29.745 29.641 31,302 32.B54
GRADE 6 ~4,O01 24,881 25.794 26,141 27,723 28.740 29,795 3O.888 30,B50 31,983 34.250
.
GRADE 7 25.111 26,032 26,987 27,911 29,006 30,069 31.172 32,316 32,200 33.371 35,851 .
GRADES 26,249 27,212 2e,211 29,246 30.319 31,433 321587 33,7B1 33.723 34,962 37.494
GRADE 9 27.391 28.397 29,439 30.519 31.639 32,799 34.003 35,251 35,244 313.557 "39,154
GRADE 10 28,585 29,e13 30,700 31,B27 32,9~5 3~,206 35,461 36,762 361,829 38,209 41,054
GRADE 11 29,B86 30,984 32,121 33,300 34,521 35,789 37,1 02 38,464 38.557 ~0,008 43,031
GRADE 12 31,198 32.343 33,529 34,760 36,035 37,358 38,728 40,152 40,284 41,804 45,006
GRADE 13 32.495 33,688. 34,924 36,205 37t536 38.913 40,349 41,820 42,014 43,599 46,911
GRADE 14 34,139 35.393 36,692 38,039 39,435
.
40J882 42J382 43,938 44,306 46,033 49.826
GRADE 15 35.683 36,992 38,351 39,758 41 ,217 42,730 44,298 45,924 46.308 48.110 . 523064
GRADE 16 37,234 ..38,601 40,017 41.486 43.008
"
44,567 46,224 47.919 48,308 50jf83 54,288
GRADE 17 . 38,751 40,174 41.647 . 43.176 44,761 46.404 48,107 49,871 50.315 52,246 56.50e
GRADE 18 401281 41.759 43,292 '44,881 46,528 48,236 50J006 51,842 52.322 54,323 58.733
GRADE 19 .4l1396 43,952 45.565 47,238 48,971 50,769 52,632 54, ~64 55.016 57,089 611591
GRADE 20 44,561 46.196 47,B91 49,649 51,471 53.358 55,317 57,348 57.771 59,923 64.454
GRADE 21 47,525 . 49.269 51.078 52,952 54,895 56,910
"
56,999 61,165 61,650 .63,804 68,653
GRADE 22 50,578 52,434 54,359 56J354 56,421 60,566 62,790 ()S,092 6.5,667 .67,943 . 72,843
GRADE Z3 53,634. 55.603 571643 59.759 61.953 64,226 66.583 69,026 69,672 72,104' 771051
GRADE 14- 56,712 58,792 60,951 63.1 B8 65,507 67.911 70.,403 72,986 73.678 76.245 81,247
GRADE 25 60,342 62,557 64,852 67.232 69 1700 72.257 74,911 77,660 76,397 81.061 86.082
GRADE 2.6 64 ,002 66,352 68.787
. 71,311 73,928 78,641 79,453 82,371 . 83.082 85.91D eo. 905
GRADE 27 671627 70,110 72,683 75,350 78,115 80,981 63,953 87,036 87.798 9D,763 95.747
GRADE 28 eBJ411 70,928 73.531 76,229 79 1026 81,927 84.933 8B~OS1 88,744 91,702 96,396
GRADE 29 76 J051 78.841 81,736 84.736 87J845 91,068 94,410 97,B76 98.567 101,817 106,678
GRADE 30 81,374 84,360 87,457 90,666 93,994 , 97,443 1011019 104,726 107.mm 111,009 -
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- INC. VILLA GE OF FREEPDRT
GRADED SALARY PLAN"
-
;
3101/01- 2/28/02
3.6 PERCENT INCREASE
, .
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP3
"
STEP 4" STEP5 STEP6 STEP 7 STEP B
GRADE 5 16r681 17.294 17.928 18.581 19,269 19.976 20.708 21,469
GRADE 6 17.324 11r959 18,619 19.302 20r011. 20,745 21,506 22.295.
GRADE 7 " . 18,125 18.790 19.480 20.195 20.936 21,704 .22,501 23.326
"GRADE8
- 18.946 19.641 20,362 21.109 21r884 22.r681 23.51Q . 24.383
GRADE9 19,171 20.496 21,249 22.028 22,836 23,615 24.544 25,443
u GRADE10 20.611 21.374 22.158 22.972 23.814" 24,689 25,595 26.535
~~GRADE11 21,571 22,363 23.164 24.035 24.917 25.832 26,780 27,763E-4
u GRADE 12 22.517 23,344 24.201 25.089 26".010 26,965 27,954 28.981
~w GRACE 13 23,455 24.316 25,208 26.134 27,092 28.087 29. 118 30,187
E-4 GRADE14 24.642 25,541 26,485 27}456 28.464 29r509 30,591 31.713
~0 GRADE 15 25,756 26,7D1 27,681 26.698 29.750 30.842 31,973 33,147
~w
GRADE 16 26i876 2.7.662 28,885 29.945 31.044 32,182 33r364 34.581w
~I-L. GRADE 17 27,e70 28.097 30,061 31.164 32.308 33.493 34,122 35,996
GRADE 18 29,074 30,141 " 31,247 32,393 33,563 34,815 36,093 ,31,418
GRADE 19 30,602 31.725 32.869 34,096 35,341 36.644 37.990 39,363
GRADE 20 32,163 33.344 34.567 35,836 37,15D 38.514 39.927 41.394
~GRADE 21 M,303 35,5fi2 36r861 38r220 39,623 41,077 42r584 44,147
.t') GRADE 22 36,501 37.846 39.235 4DI676 42,168 43,115 45,320 46.983C1
:"'. GRADE 23 ae,712 40,133 41,606 43,134 44,116 46,358 48,058 49]8231-
,- GRADE24 40,934 42.436 43r994 45,608 41,282 49,018 50,816 52,660C"')
GRADE .25 43.555 A ~U:'3 46,810 46,528 50.309 52.;156 54,069 56,052Q;) ~J. h,""'1
r-i 46,195 47.890 49,649 51,471 53,359
" 55,31B . 57,348 59,454.t') I GAADE 26
;-1 GRADE 27
. 45,812 5Q,603 52.461 54,365 56.362 58,452 60,596 62,820
~I-L. GRADE 28 49,382 51.194 53,073 55.021 57.040 59.134 61 ,303 63r553
~54,892 56 r906 58.995 61.160 63.4 04 65,732 6B.143 70,646~GRADE29
"
. .
.t') GRADE 30 5B.135 60.891 63,126 65.443 61.844 70,334 72.916 75j591r-i
r-i . .
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STEP9
22.257
23,114
24,182
25,278
26,377
27,509.
28.781
3f}~043
31,294
32,817
34.364
, 35,857
37,318
38.792
40r628
42,912
45,769
481108
51,651
54.614
58.110
61,636
65,127
65,887
73t239
78.~65
Annex .B
STEP 10
23,074
23.961
25,069
26,205
27.347
28,51 B
29,836
31.1'46
32,441
34.084
35,625
37.173
38,687 .
4D.215
42.327
44,487
47,448
50.495
53r547
56~B19
60,243
63".6~8
67,517
68t305
75.926
'81r241 .
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INC. VILLAGEOF FREEPORT
.
GRADED SALA"RY PLAN
3/01/01 - 2/28/02
3.6 PERCENTINCREASE
STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP
GRADE 10..96 f 0-95 10wS4 10-93 10-92 10-91 10-90 1f1..B9 .11 12
-
10+
GRADES .23.920 24,7ee 25,708 26 J852 27.631 28,645 29.696 30r1B6 30.678 32,398 34.004
GRADE 6 24.841 25,752 26,697 27,677 28,693 29.746 30.838 31.969 31,930 33.102 35,449
GRADE 7 25,990 26.943 27.932 28,956 30,021 31,121 32,263 33,447 33.327 34,539 37.106
GRADE B .27.168 28,164 29,198 30.270 31,38D 32.S3~ 33.728 34.963 34,903 36.166 38,806
GRADE 9 28,350 29.391 30,469 31,587 32,746 33,947 35,193 ~6,485 36.478 31,836 40,524
GRADE 10 28,565 30,649 31.775 32,941 34.150 35,403 36.702 38,049
. 38. 118 39,546 42.491
GRADE 11 .30,932 32.068 33,245 34.466. 35,729 37,042 38,401 39,810 39,906
.
41,408 . 44.537
GRADE 12 32.290 33.475 34,703 35,917 37,296 36,666 40.083 41.557 41,694 43,267 46.5B1
GRADE 13 :33.632 34,861 36.146 37.472 38,850 40,275 41,752 . 43.264 43.484 45,125 4.8.615
.GRADE 14 35.334 36,632 37,916 39.370 40.815 42,313 43,6~5 45,476 . ~5.857 47,644 51,570
GRADE 15 36,932 38,2B7 39,693 41,150 42,660 44.226 45.848 41,531 47,929 49.794 53.686
GRADE 16 381537 39.952 41,418 .42.938 44,513 46;148 47.842 49,596 49,999 51,939 56.1B8
GRADE17 ~OJ107 41,580 -43.105 44.687 46.328 48,D26 49,791 51,616. 52.078 54,075 58A86
GRADE 18 . 41.691 43.221 44.801 46,452 48.156 49.924 51.756 53.656 54..153 56.224 60.789
GRADE 19 43.880 45.490 47,160 48,891 50,685 52,546 54.474 56,474 56.942 59,087 63,747
GRADE 20 46.121 47,813 49.56.7 51,387 53,272 55,22 ! 57.253 59,355 59.793 62,020 66.710
GRADE 21 49,186 5(),993 . 52.666 54,805 56,816 58,902 61,064 63,306 63,B08 66 ,OJ7 71,056
GRADE 22 _ 52,348 54.269 . 56,262 58.326 60,466 62.688 64.988 67.370 67,965 70,321 75.393
GRADE 23 55,511 57,549 59,661 61.851 54,121 66.474 68.913 71.442 72.111 74,62B 19.748
GRADE 24 58.697 60,e50 63..084 65,400 67,800 70,2B8 72,867 75,541 76,257 78.914 84,091
GRADE 25 82.454 54,746 67.122 69,585 72.140 74,786 77 ~533 BO,378 81.141 83,919 89,D95
GRADE 26 66,242 68,674 71,195 13.807 78.515 79,323 e2.234 85,254 . 85,990 88,917 94.081
GRADE 2.7 69.994 72.564 75.,227 77,981 80.849
. 83,615 86,891 90,062 90,871 93,940 99.098
GRADE 28. 70.812 73.410 76,105 78.891 81.792 .84,794 e7.906 91.133 91,850 94,912 99,110
GRADE 29 78.713 81.600 84.597 87,702 . 90.920 9-4,255 g7,714 . 101.302 .102,017 105.381 110.412
GRADE 30 54,222 87,313 90.518 93.839 97.284 100,854 104,555 108,391 110.828 114,894 .
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~INC. VILLAGE OF FREEPORT
GRADED'SALARY PLAN
.' 3/01/02 ..2I28J03
4.5 PERCENT INCREASE
GRADE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP Ii STEP6 STEP1 STEP B
GRADE 5 17,432 18,072 18,735 19,423 20,136 20. B75 21,640 22.435
GRADE 6 1B.104 18J67 19.457 20,171 20,911' 21,619 22,474 23.298
GRADE 7 - 18,941 19,636 20,357 21. 104 21.878 22,681 23,514 24,~76
GRADE 8 19.799 20,525 21,278 22;059 22. B69 23,708 . 24.577 25,48D
: GRADE 9 20.661 21,418 22,205 23.019 23.864 24,740 25,648 26.588
u GRADE 10 21,545 22.336 . 23,155 24,006 . 24.886 25,8DO 26,747 27.129
~~GRADE11 22,542 23,369 24.227 25,117 26,038 26,994 27.985 29.012
~u
~.GRADE 12 23,530 24,394 25,290 26.218 27.180 28.178 29,212 30,285
w GRADE 13 24,5HJ 2.5,410 .26.342 2.7,310 21;J,311 29.351 30.428. 31.545
~GRADE 14 25.751 2e.697 27,617 . 28,692 29,745 30,837 31,968 33,140
~a
GRADE 15 26.915 27.903 28.927 29.987 31,089 32.230 33,412 34.639p..,
w
u.:J GRADE1S 28.085 29,116 30,185 31,293 32.441 33.630 . 34.865 36,143
~u..
GRADE 17 29,229 30,302 31,414 32,566 33,762 35,000 36,284
. 37,616
GRADE 1 B 30.382 31,491 32.653 33.851 ~5,094 36.382 37.717 39,102
GRADE 19 31,979 33.153 34.369 35,630 36.936 3B,293 39,700 41,155
GRADE 20 33,610 34.844 36.123 37.449
'
38.622 40,247 - 41,724 .,3,251
0) GRADE 21 35,847 37,162 36,526 39,940 41 ,406 42,925
. 44,500 46.134
'/'J 36.150 39,549 41,001 ~2.506 44,066 45,682
. 41,359 49.097~GRADE 22:-..
,- GRADE 23 40,454 41,939 43.478 45.075 46.728 48,444 50.221 52,065
,- GRADE 24 42.776 44.346 45,974 47.660 49.410 51,224 55,103 55,051
~co GRADE 25 45.515 471185 46i916 50,712 52,573 54.Si)S 56.502 58,514
......
'/'J GRADE 16 48,'1.74 50,045 51,883 53.787 55,760 57,807 59,929 62.129
~GRADE 27 ~1,009 52,880 54,822 56 ,B33 58.919 61.082 63.323 65,647
u..
GRADE 18 51.604 53.498 55,461 57.497 59,607 61.795 64,062 66,413
,-
...... GRADE 29 57,362 59,467 61.650 63.912 66,257 68,690 71,209 7~,B25..
'/'J GRADE -30 61.378 63,631 65.967 68,388 70,697 73,499 76.197 7~.993......
......
0 eoanlllClCf:lIlClfUlllrl".ur.'Jlecat"lII rrnnr<l- . 11I'lIn:r~" 1.II'lmnm."urt, m'C Tllln'll'lll.mmlll"lIrn~lImli nIlCIfM'CI"~1C ~tl"1II',lm '1IIIII1mRurc~~m'I'1i
'1;11"' :~III~"II.I.0
:-..
....
......
...-t
....
......
0
-
STEP 9
23,259
24.154
25.270
2e,416
21,564.
2B.747
30.076
31.395
~2.702
34.356
35.910
37,471
38,997
40~538
42.665
44,843
47,829
50,900
53.975
57,072
60,725
64,410
68,058
68,852
76.535
.
81.891.
Annex C
STEP f0
2-4,112
25,039
26,197 .
27,384
28 j518
29.801
31,181
32,548
33.901
35,618
37,228
38.846
,4D.428
42,025
44,232
46.489
49,56 J
52,767
55.957
59,167
62,954
66.773
70,555
71,319
7B,343
64,~97
~'mA IRIIII"':-:tClCII
'j
,
GRADE
GRADE 6
GRADE 6
GRADE 7
GRADE B
-GRADE 9
GRADE 10
GRADE 11
GRADE 12
u GRADE 1:J......
~GRADE 14
~u
~GRADE 15
~GRADE 1-6
H GRADE 17
~0
GRADE 180..
~~GRADE 19
~!:.L. GRADE 20
GRADE 21
GRADE 22
GRADE 23
(» GRADE 24
.t')
C1 GRADE 25
~...
"-
GRADE 26'
, GRADE 27C1
:0 GRADE 28
.-4
.t') GRADE 29
~GRADE:lO -
~,-
.-4
..
.t')
.-4
.-4
0
a .
:-..
"-
.-t
.-4
"-.-4
, . t J , . . I . I , ,
28.391 29,431 30,512 31.632 32.792 33,997 35,246 36,536 36.474 31,~14 40,552
29,628 30,71 t1 31 ,840 33.008 34,220 35,415 36,771 38,127 . 38,120 39,539 42,348
30.895 3~.028 33,205 . 34.423 35,687 36,996 38,354 39,761 39,833 41,326 44,403.
32,324 33,511' 34,741 36.017 37,337 38,709 40,129 41,601 41,702 43,211 46,541
33.743 34,981 36,265 37,596 38,974 40,406 41.887 43,427 43.~70 45,214 4e,677
35,145 36,436 37.713 39. 15 8 4D,59B 42.087 43.631 45,232 45J441 _ 47.156 50,803
36,924 38,280 39,685 41.142 42,652 44.217 45,839 47.522 47,921 49,788 53.891
38,594 40,01 0 41,479 43,002 44,580
. 46,216. 47,911 49.67.0 50.086 52.035 56,311
40,271 ~1,15D 4:3,282 ~4.e70
. 46,516 48.225 49.995 51,628 52,249 . 54,276 58,716.
41.912 43.451 45,045 46.698 48,413 50, 189 52.,032 53,93 9 54.419 56,508 61.11 B
43.567 45,166 46,623 48.542 50.323 52,171 54.065 56.071 56.590 58,754 63,525
45,855 47,537 "49,282 51,091 52.966 54,911 56,925 59,015 59.504 61,746 66,616
48.196 49. ~65 51,798 . 53,699 55.569 57,712 59,829 62.026 62,484 64.811 69.112
51,401 53,288 55,245 57,271 59,373 61.553 63,B12 66'.155 66.679 69,009 74,254
54,704 56,711 58,794 60,951 63,187. 65,507 . 67,912 . 70,402 71,023 73.485 7B,786
J
58,009 60.139 62(346 64.634 67.006 69.4~5 12J014 74.657 75,356 77,986 B3,337
61,33B 63,588 65.923 68,343 70.851 73,451 76,146 78,940 79,669 82.465 87,875
65,264 67,660 70,142 72,716 . 75.3~6 78,151 61,022 83,995 84,192 87.69.5 93,104
.69.223 11.764 141399 77,128 79,958 82.893 85,935 89.090 89,860 92;918 98,321
73.144 75.829 78.612 81,496 84.467 87,587 90,801 94.136 94,e60 98.167 103,557
73,999 76.113 79,530 82.447 85,473 88.610 91.862 95,234 95,983 99.183 104,.260
82,255 85.272 eB,404 91,649 95.011 . 98,496 102,111 105,861 106,608 110.123 115,381
88,012 91,242 B4,591 98.062 101.662 105.392. -109,260 - 113,269- 115.615 -120,064- .- ---- -- - - --- -- ---
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STEP
1D~96
. 24~996
. 25,959
2.7 160
STEP
10-95
25.915
261911
28 155
INC. VILLAGE OF FREEPORT
GRADED SALARY PLAN
3/01/02 -2128103
4.5 PERCENT INCREASE
STEP STEP STEP STEP
10..9j 10.92 10-91 10..90
27,851 28,874 29,934 31.032
. 28,922 29,984 31.085 . 32.226
30 259 31 372 32 521 33 715
STEP
11
32,059
33,367
34 827
STEP
12
33,856
34,592
36 093
STEP
10+
35,534
37,044
-:re-716
STEP
'10-94
26.865
21~89B
29 189
STEP
. 10..19
32,171
33," 08
34 952
. .
'.
.I
..()
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&1
'G
GRA
GRA
GRA
GRA
GRA
GRA
u GRA1-4
~GRAH
u GRA
~r.LI GRA
H GRA
~a
eRAPo.
r.LI
GRAr.LI
~~GRA
GRA
GRA
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Annex D
INC~ VILLA(3E OF FREEPORT
GRADED SALARV PLAN
"
3/01103. 02129/04
6.0 PERCENT INCREASE
STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP J STEP 4 STEP 6 STEP 6 STEP 7 STEP B STEP 9 STEP 10
"
"
"
"--18:304 18,976
. 19.672 20,394 21,14 :3 21.919 . 22,722 23.557 24.422 25.31 8
1e,ooe 19.705 20.430 211180 21.957 22,763 23.598 24.463 25,362 28.291
.
19.888 20r618 21,375 '22..159 22,972 23,815 24,690 ~5,595 26.534 27.5D7
20.789 21,551 22.342 23,162 24,012 24r893 25,806 26.754 27.737 28,753
21,694 22A8e 23,315 24.170 25.057 25..971 26,930 27,917 28,942 30.007
22.622 23,453 24.313 25,206 26,130 27.090 28.0B4 29,115 30,184 31,291
23.669 24,537 25.438 26~373 27.340 28,344 29,384 30,463 31t580 32,740
241707 25,614 26.555 27.529 28,539 29.587 3D.673 31,799 32.965 34,175
25.736 26.681 27.659 28,676 29,727 3D,619 31,949 33.122 34,337 35,596
27,039 28~032 29.061 3D,'127 31,2:12 32,379 33,566 34,797 3SI074 37,399
28,261 29.29B 30,373 31,486 32,643 33.842 35.083 36,371 37,706 39,089
29,489 30,572 31,694 .32.858 34.063 35,312 36,608 37,950 39.345 4Q,788
30 J690 31.817 32,985 34.194 35,4~ 36,750 38.096 39,497 40,947 42.449
31,901 33.072 34,286 35.544 36,849 38,201 39,603 . 41r057 !l2,565 44,126
33.578 34,811. . 36.087 37,412 38,785 40,208 41.685 43.213 44,798 46.444
35.291 36.586 37,929 39,321 40,763 42,259 43,810 45.420 47.085 48,813
37,639 39,020 40,452 41,937 43,476 45.071 46,725 48.441 50,220 52,062
40.058 41.526 43,D5'1 44,631 46t269 47,966' 49,727 51,552 53,445 55.405
. ''1.0
42.477 44,036 45.652 47,329 49,064 50.866 52.732 54,668 56,674 58.755 I.
4-4.915 46,563 48,273 501043 51.881 53,7 B5 55,75B 57.804 59,92~ 62,125
47,791 49.544 51,362 53,248 551202 57,228 59,327 61.503 63,781 66,102
50,688 52,547 54,477 56A76 58.548 60,697
. 62.925. 65,235 67.631 10.112
531559 55,524 57.563 59.675 61.865 64,136 66,489 68,929 71.461 74,083
54,164 56.173 58.234 60,372 62.587 64,885 61,265 69.734 72.295 74,94B
60,230 62.440 64.733 87,108 69.570 72,125 74.769 77.516 80.362 83.310
64.447 66,813 69,265 11,807 74.442 77.174 80,007 82.943 85,986 69,142
RADE
DE"S "
DE6
DE7
DE 8
DEB
DE10
DE 11 .
DE 12'
DE1~
DE 14
"DE15
DE16
DE 17
DE18
DE19
DE20
DE 11
DE 22
DE 23
DE 24
DE 25 -
DE 26
DE 27
DE 28
DEl9
DE 30
"
)
\ l
,I
,
I iNC. ViLLA GE of FREEPORT
0)
GRADED SALARY PLAN0
'":)
. 3/01/03.. 02/29/04I~ ."
6.0 PERCENT INCREASe
STEP STEP STEP. STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP STEP
GRADE 10..96 10-96 10-94 10-93 10..92 10-91 10-90 10-B9 11 12 10+
GRADE 5 . 26.246 27,211 28,2D8 29,244 30,318 31,431 32,584 33.780 33.662 35J549 37,311
GRADE'; . 271257 28.251 29.293 30,368 31,483 32.639 33,837 351078
.
35.035 36,322 36J896
GRADE 7 2~,51B 29,563 30.648 31,772 32,941 34.141 35,401 ~~.7g0 _ 36,56ft __ _37,698_ 40,715
-
.
---
GRADE 8- - - 29;B11 30~903 - . 32,038 -- 3"3.214- 34,432 j5.697 37 I008 38,363 - 38,2.98 39.705 . 42.560
GRADE 9 31,107 32.250 33.432 34.658 35,931 37.249' 38.616 4O,D33 40J 026 41,516 44.465
GRADE 10 32.440 33.629 34,865 38,144 37,471 38,846 _ 40.~72' 41;749 41,825 43,392 . 461623
GRADE 11 33.940 35,187 36.478 37,818 39.204 40.844 -42,135 43.681 43.787 45.435 48,868
GRADE 12 35.430 36,730 38,076 39.476 40.923 42,426 "43.981 45.598 45,749 47.475 51.111
. GRADE13 36,902 38.258 39.662 . 41,116 42.628 44,191 45,813 47,494 47.713 49,514 531343
u GRADE 14- 38.170 40,194 41,669 43.199 44,785 46,428 48,131 49.89B ,50,317 52.277 56,566
H
GRADE 15 40.524 42.011 43.553 451152 46.809 48,527 50.3.07 52,154 ~_52,590 54,637 59.127H
u GRADE 16 42,285 43,83B 45,446 47,114 48.842 50,636 52,495 54,419 54,861 56.990 61.652
~GRADE 17 44,008 45.624 47,297 49.033 50. B34 52.698 54.634 56.636 57,140 59.333 64,174r..L.1
H GRADJ:1B 45.745 47.424 49.164 50,969 52,839
"
54.780
- 56,789 58,875 59,420 61,692 66,701
~GRADE 19 48.148 491914 51,746 53.646 55,614 57,657 59,771 61.966 62.479 64,833 6919470
~r..L.1 GRADE 20 50,606 52,4~~ 54,388 56.364 58.452 60.598 62.820 85,127 65.608 68,052 73,198
r..L.1
~GRADE21 53,971 55,952 58.007 60,135 62,342 64,631 67,003 69.463 70,013 72,459 77.967
~GRADE22 57.439 59J547 61.734 63.999 66,346. 68.782 71.308 73.922 . 741574 77,159 82,725
GRADE%3 ' 60,909 63,148 65,463 67,866 70.356 - 72,93'8 75,615 78,390 791124 81,885 87,504
GRADE 24 84,405 66167 6~121 S 71,760
.
74J394 77.124 79,953 B2.887 83.673 86.588 92,269
~~~n~i5 68,527 71.043 73.649 76.352 79.155 82,059 85.073 88.195 89.032 g2.080 97,759m
,t") GRADE 26 72,684 751352 78.119 80.984 ~3195e 87,038 90,232 93.'545 94,353 97,564
. 103,237
e')
C'~ GRADE 27 .76.801 79.620 B2,543 B5.571 88.711 91,966 95,341 98,843 9 ~1708 103,075 108.735.1- GRADE 28 77,699 80,549 B3,507 86.569 89,747 93,041 96.455 99.996 100,782' 104.142 109,4-73I-e')
89,538 92,824 96,231 99,762 103,421 107;217 111, 154 111,93 B 1151829 121,150co GRADE 29 86,368
~GRADE 30 . 92.413 951604 99.321 102.965
"
1(}6.745 110.682 114.723 118,932 12',606 126.067 .,t")
;..1
~~00
~.
.
..
,t")
~.
~0
a .
'".....
~~"-
"~0
.
. .
-
----
03/01100 03/01/01 03/01/02 03101/03
SALARY SALARY SALARY SALARY
ANNUAL HO URL Y ANNUAl HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
DISTRtBUTION
Apprentice Linemaintainer
1 st Yr. 49,639 23.865 51,377 24.700 53,689 25.812 56,373 27.103
"2nd Yr. & After 52,733 25.352 54,579 .26.240 57,035 27.421 59,886 28.792
Second Cfass lInemaintainer
"1 st Yr. & After 59,300 28.509 61,375 29.507 64.137 0 30.B35 67,344 32.377
FirstClass Linemalntainer
-1stYr. 63,940 30.740 66,178 31.816 69,156 33.248 72,614 34.910
2nd Yr. &After 71,441 34.347 73.942 35.549 77,269 37.149 81,133 39.006
A~si&tantLineSupervisor
1st Yr. &After 73,908 35.533 76,495 36.777 79,938 38.432 83,934 40.353
V%r1Ung Line Supervisor
1st Yr. & Atter 76,997 37.018 79,692 38.313 83,278 40.038 87,442 42.039
Apprentice Cable Splicer
1 st Yr. & After 49,681 23.885 51,420 24.721 53.734 25.834 56,420 27.125
Cabie Splicer (A)
....1
st Yr. & After 71,441 34.347 73,942 35.549 77,269 37.149 81,133 39.006
.
Underground Cable Supervisor
1 st Yr. & After 76,997 37.018 79,692 38.313 83,278 40.038 87,442 42.039
Oriver GroundmanlGround'NOman
1si Yr. & After 57,143 27.473 59,143 28.434 61,805 29.714 64,895 31.200
METER DEPARTMENT
MeterTester
*1stYr. 57.589 27.687 59,604 28.658 62.287 29.945 65,401 31.443
"'2nd Yr. & After
61,776 29.700 63,939 30.740 66,816 32.123 70,157 33.729
Meter Reader
1st Yr. 47,038 22.614 48,684 23.406 50,875 24.459 53,419 25.682
2nd Yr. & After 50.528 24.292 52,296 25.142 54,650 26.274 57,382 27.588
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES SALARY SCALE
. ANNEX E
03/01/00 TO 02129104
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03/01/00 03/01/01 03/01102 03/01/03
SALARY SALARY SALARY SALARY
ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOU RL Y
STORES
Storekeeper
1stYr. 47,784 22.973 49,457 23.777 51,662 24.847 54,266 26.090
2nd Yr. &Arter 59,520 28.615 61,603 29.617 64,375 30.950 67,594 32.497
POWER PLANT PRODUCTION
Senior Power Plant Operator 76,997 37.018 79,692 36.313 83,278 40.036 87,442 42.039
Power Plant Operator
tr""'1st Yr. & After 76,034 36.555 76,917 37.941 82,755 39.786 87.249 41.947
Assistant Operator
# "'1st Yr. & After 67,957 32.672 67.957 32.672 74,020 35.587 78,077 37.537
Oiler
# 1st Yr. 51,141 24.587 51,141 24.587 55,832 26.842 58,979 28.355
# 2nd Yr. & Anar 55,022 26.453 55,022 26.453 60,030 28.861 63,387 30.475
ELECTRJC MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT
Maintainer (Apprentice Electrician)
1st Yr. 44.664 21.473 46,227 22.225 48,307 23.225 50,723 24.386
~nd Yr. & After 46,947 22.571 48,590 23.361 50,777 24.412 53,316 25.633
. Power PlantMechanic (Elec) Gr 1
**1st Yr. & After 58,685 28.214 60.739 29.202 63,472 30.516 68,646 32.041
Power PlantMechanic (Elec) Gr 2
u1 st Yr. &After 65,132 31.313 67,411 32.409 70.445 33.868 73.967 35.561
PO\Ner Plant Mechanic (Elec) Gr 3
,u1
st Yr. & Arter 71,441 34.347 73,942 35.549 77,269 37.149 81,133
. 39.006
Sr Plant Mechanic (Elec)
1 st Yr. & After
76,997 37.018 79,692 38.313 83.278 40.038 87,442 42.039
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES SALARY SCALE ANNEX E
03/0 1/00 TO 02129/04
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03/01/00 03/01/01 D3/01/02 03/01/03
SALARY SALARY SALARY .SALARY
ANNUAL HOU Rl Y ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURL Y ANNUAL HOURLY
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT
Maintainer (Mechanical)
1st Yr. 49,375 23.738 51,103 24.569 53,403 25.674 58,073 26.958
.2nd Yr. & After 52,422 25.203 54,257 26.085 56,699 . 27.259 59,533 28.622
MaintenanCi! Welder-Mech B Weld Fit
1st Yr. & Arter 55,863 26.857 57,819 27.797 60,420 29.048 63,441 30.501
Power Plant Mechanic (Diesel) Gr 1
.1I1stYr. & After (8) 58,685 28.214 60,739 29.202 63,472 30.516 66,646 32.041
Power Plant Mechanic (Die-sel)Gr 2 .
181st Yr. & Arter 65,132 31.313 67,411 32.409 70,445 33.868 73,967 35.561
PowBrPlant Mechanic (Diesel) Gr 3
....15tYr. & After 71,441 34.347 73,942 35.549 77,269 37.149 81,133 39.006
PP Maintenance Supervisor (Mechanical)
1st Yr. & After 76,997 37.018 79,692 38.313 83,278 40.038 87,442 42.039
NOTES:
IIPromotion with 50% of ICS Course
completed or equal.
HlPromotion with vacancy existing &
ICS Course completed or equal.
# Shirt OiffSiential
(1) Rotating Shifts - Operators & Oilers 1.23 1.38 1.58 1.83
(2) Straight Night Shift 1.22 1.37 1.57 1.82
(3) Employees not receiving rotating 1.25 1.40 1.60 1.85
shirt differential
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT PHYSICAL EMPLOYEES SALARY SCALE " ANNEXE
03/01/00TO 02129/04
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05-:-22-1997 12: 09PM FROM FREEPORT. POL ICE. DEPARTMEN TO ':;j4bc!..IQIQ~'::J I"'"
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DAY WORK AND SP CIAL SCHEDULED WORK -
i:
. I
I
'
. .
I ~ X. X i X X. 1 1/2..
I~ X .X ! X X X
~ ~l2 '. 2 '. X
I
X X X
I X 1 1/2 2 . X X X
I ~ X 1 1/2 '! 2 X X
! X X . X I 1 1/2 2 X
.
I ~ X'X i.X 1 1/2. 2
I I
. . i
5che~~led day of work I
- ti!n~ and one-half d.ay (1st dJy of rest)
doub~e time day (2nd day of reslt)
I !
.
. i
~HIPT
\ Meal Perioc1
ANNEX F
Sch~dule
~)er - Saturday
..... 1,
2
3
4
5
6 .
7
:2
1 1/2
X
X
X
X
X
X
1 ll2
2
,
r
l~:OO AM to 8:30 pH
1
&:00 AM to 4:30 PM
I 4!: 00 PM to 12: 30 AM
I. . . .
1 I
Mote: Shift differential. (Section 3)
.
,
:
.
I .
~:TRIC DEP~TMENT .
I
~ .
:.:.:.>:Emexoqency shii fts :
I ;
I :
I ;
i I
1)80(1-1600 tOfrs
.
A !. A
'.
.
A'
1~OO-2400 Hobrs B A
I
A B B B
where ~e !ekters A and B represent d!ffer~nt ~~l~ees.
:. i
.
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ANNEX G
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE'
FOR VILLAGE EMPLOYEES
Local Law NO.3 of 1963 adopted AugUst 19, 1963
-"
A local law. to establish a harmonious and cooperative
relationship betwe,enthe Incorporated Village of Fre~port and its
employees and to provide for the settlement of employment
differences throug'hthe means of an 'orderlygrievance procedure.
Be it enacted by the Bo.ard of Trustees' of the Village of
Freeport, New York: as follows:
SECT:I:ON 1 DEP'DtI:T:I:ONS
As used herein the following terms shall have th.e following
meanings :-
a) EMPLOYEE shall mean any person directly employed and
compensatf~d by the Village of Freeport, except persons
employed in the Legislative or Judicial brancl1, thereof.
b) GRIEVANCE shall mean any claimed violation, misinter-
pretation or inequitable application of existing law s ,
rules, procedures, regulations, administrative orders or .
work'rules of ,theVillage of Freeport or a Department
thereof, which relate to or involve employee he~lth or
safety, physical facilities, materials or equipment
furnished to employees; or supervision of employees;
provided, however, that such terms shall not include any
matter involving an employee's rate of compensation,
retireme~t benefits, disciplinary proceeding or any ,other
matter which is otherwise reviewable pursuant t:olaw or any
rule or regulation having the force and effect, of law.
c) DEPARTMENT shall mean any office, ,Department, Board or
Commission or other agency of the government of the
Village of Freeport.
d) IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR shall mean the employee or officer on
the next higher level of authority above the employee's in
the. Department wherein the grievance exie;ts and who
normally assigns and supervises the employee's work and
approves his/her time record or evaluates .his/her work
performance.
'
e) DAYS shall mean all days, other than Saturdays, Sundays and
legal holidays. Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall
. . , .
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be excluded in computing ~he number of days within which
action must be taken or notice given within the terms of
this local l,aw.
SECTION 2 DECLARATION OF BASIC PRLNCIPLE
-
Every employee o'f the Village of Freeport shall have the right
to present his grie-vrance in accordance with the procedures provided
herein, free from in.terference, coercion, restraint, discrimination
or reprisal, and shall have the right to be represented by a person
of his/her own' choosing 'at all stages of the grievance procedure.
SECTION 3
. INITIAL PRESENTATION
a) An employee who claims to have a grievance shall present
his/her ,grievance to his/her immediate supervisor, orally,
within two days after the grievance occurs.
,"
b) The immediate supervisor shall discuss the grievance with
the employee, shall make such investigation as he/she deems
appropriate, all on an informal basis.
c) Within three days after the presentation. of the grievance
to him/her, the immediate supervisor shall make his/her
decision, and communicate' the same to the employee pre-
.senting the grievance, and to the ,employee's represent-
ative, if any.
SECTION 4 SECOND STAGE
a), If ,any employee presenting a grievance is not satisfied
with, the decision made by his/her immediate supervisor, ~
he/she may, with five days thereafter, request a review and
determination of his/her grievance by the Department head,.
Such request shall be in writing and shall contain a
statement to the specific nature of the grievance' 'and the
facts relating the specific nature of the grievance and the
facts relating to it. Such request shall be, served upon
both the Department head and immediate supervisor to whom
the grievance was originally presented. Thereupon, and
within two days after receiving'such request, the immediate
supervisor shall submit 'tothe Department head, a written,
'statement of his/her information concerning the specific.
nature of the grievance and the facts, relating to it.
b) The Department head, or his/her nominee, may,' and at the
request of the employee shall, hold a hearing within five
days after receiving tne written request and statement from
the employee. The employee, and his/her representative, if
any, may appear at the hearing and pre'sent oral statements
or arguments. .
.'
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c) Within five days after the close of the hearing, or within
eight days 'after the grievance has been submitted to
him/her if there be no hearing, the Department h.ead, or
his/her nominee shall make his/her decision and communicate
the same to the employee presen~ing the griev~nce, and to
the employee's representative, if'any.
SECTION 5 STAGE THREE: GRIEVANCE BOARD
a) A grievance board of three members' is hereby estcwlished
to hear appeals from decisions of Department heads on
grievances.
b) The members of this board shall be appointed by the Board
of Trustees, to serve at the pleasure of the Board of
Trustees.
c} A hearing of any matter before the grievance board may be
conducted by anyone or n\ore members of the board,
designated by the board to act on its behalf; provided
however, that if less than the full board presides; at such
a hearing, the member or members thereof conducti.ng such
hearing shall render a report thereon to the .full board and
the full board shall thereupon make its report.
d) Two concurring votes shall be necess.ary to detertnine any .
official report or action of the grievance board..
e) Necessary funds, supplies, facilities and persdIulel to
implement the operation of the grievance board shall be
'provided by the' Board of Trustees.
f) The grievance board may. make' and amend rules and
. regulations for the conduct of its proceedings not
inconsistent with the provisions of this local law. A
complete and up-to-date set of rules and amendments. shall
be kept on file in the.Village Clerk's office.
SECTION 6 APPEALS TO GRIEVANCE BOARD
a) Any employee may appeal from the decision of the Department
head, or nominee of the Department head, within fifteen'.
days after notice of- such decision. The appeal shall be
taken by submitting to the grievance .board (1 written
assignment signed by .the employee taking the appeal,
containing: .
1) The name" residence address and department of employment of
the employee presenting the grievance.
2) The. name, residence address and department of employment of
. .
.
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each other employe,e or official involved in the grievance.
#,
3) The name and address of the employee's representative, if
any, ~d his/her department of employment if he/she be a
fellow ~mployee. --
4)" A ,concise statennent of the nature of the grievance, the
facts relating tlO it, and the proceedings and decisions on
the "grievance up, to the time of the appeal.
,
'5) A request for cL review of the decision of the Department.
head or his/her nominee. '
b) The grievance board may request the Department head to
submit a writte'n statement of facts, including a sununary of
the reco'rd of t'he hearing, if there was a hearing, and the'
original or a true copy of any other record'or document
used by the D~p~rtment head .or his/her nominee in ,making
his/her decisic)n. Such written statement shall be sUbmitted
within three dc3.Ysafter request by the grievance board.
c) The grievance board shall hold a ~hearing within ten days
after receivin~3"the written request for a review. It shall
give at least three days notice ,of the time and place of
such hearing to the employee, the employee's
representative, if any, and the Department head or his/her'
nominee', all oj:whom shall be entitled to be present at the
hearing.
d) The-hearing on the appeal may be held in public or in
private as determined by the grievance board.
New evidence, testimony or argument, as well as any
documents, exhibits or other information submitted to the
Department head or his/her'nominee at the hearing held by
him/her may be introduced at the hearing by the employee,
,by the Department head, or his/her nominee, upon request of
the grievance board. '
f) The hearing may be adjourned from time,.to time by the
grievance board if, in its judgement, such adjournment is
necessary in order to obtain material evidence. The total
of all such adjournments, however, shall not exceed ten.
days, except that adjournments consented to by b~th the
employee and the Department head shall not be counted in
determining the total days of adjournments as herein
limited.
e)
g) The grievance board shall not be bound by formal rules of
evidence.
&
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h) A written summary shall be kept of each hearing held.by the
grievance board.
i) The grievance board shall make its report in writing within
five days after the close of the hearing. I~~ shall
immediately 'file its report and the written summary of the
proceedings with ,the Village Clerk and -shall at the satl\e
time send a copy of the report to the employee, employee's
representative, if any, the Department head, the Board of
Trustee's. and the local service commission, if apprc)priate. '
The report shall include a- statement of the board's
findings of fact, conclusions and advisory recommendations.
SECTION 7 AMENDMENTS
This local law may be amended at any time in accordance
with the general proced~res and requirements in effect at
such time for the amendment a local law.
. SECTION 8 EFFECTIVE DATE
This local law shall take effect immediately.
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Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
143 Washington Ave., Albany, NY 12210
Danny Donohue, President
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